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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper contains the detailed proofs and some further developments of the 
results announced in [16]. 
The classical theory of H ~ spaces has always exercised a strong attraction on 
harmonic analysts because in this theory harmonic analysis and complex function 
theory interact in a very fruitful and beautiful way. In the recent past HP-theory 
for functions of several complex variables has been developing rapidly; in 
particular, H ~ spaces have been defined on Siegel domains of type II, and many 
classical results have been extended to this case. Among these is the generaliza- 
tion by S. G. Gindikin of the representation theorem for H ~ functions which in 
the classical cases is due to Paley and Wiener, and Bochner. Siegel domains of 
type I I  are interesting from the point of view of harmonic analysis because the 
distinguished boundary of such a domain can be identified with a noncommutative 
group. This group is a nilpotent Lie group of step two, and in the simplext case it 
reduces to the Heisenberg Group. It is therefore natural, and interesting, to ask 
whether the harmonic analysis of this noncommutative group can be linked to 
the function theory of the correspond!ng domain in a way similar to that which is 
familiar from classical situations. In particular one can ask the question whether 
the representation formula of Gindikin, mentioned above, and a related formula 
obtained by Korfinyi and Stein can be regarded as instances of the Fourier 
inversion formula of the non commutative boundary group of the domain. The 
results which are being published here grew out of the effort to answer this 
question--the answer turns out to be affirmative. 
The representation theoretical part of the paper is self contained, except for 
the use of some standard theorems of general representation theory, i.e. we derive 
the Plancherel measure of our group from general principles, not from Kirillov's 
theory of nilpotent groups. This, we hope, will make the paper easier to read for 
the non specialist in the representation theory of Lie groups, and does not 
substantially add to its length. 
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The paper is organized as follows; Section 2 is devoted to preliminaries 
(mostly algebraic) relating to the group 9l studied in this paper. In Section 3 
we define what is meant by a concrete realization of the Fourier analysis of a group, 
and we begin the Fourier analysis of 91 by decomposing its regular representa- 
tions into factor representations. The main trust of Sections 4 to 6- -and also one 
of the main objectives of the paper-- is to obtain several concrete realizations 
of the Fourier analysis of 91. Our principal tool in carrying out this program 
is the Weyl transform introduced by Segal [20]. Our subject has connections 
with quantum mechanics and quantum field theory. This circumstance is 
reflected in the terminology we use, and, in fact, in Section 7 (following Cartier 
[3]) we discuss certain differential operators called creation and annihilation 
operators. These operators will reappear in connection with the tangential 
Cauchy-Riemann equations at the end of Section 8 which contains the applica- 
tions to the function theory of Siegel domains of type II. 
The research of the second author was partially supported by a grant from 
the National Science Foundation. 1 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Basic notation. The real and complex numberfields will be denoted by 
and C respectively. Throughout his paper V and W will denote finite dimen- 
sional complex vector spaces with dim W = m, dim V = n. Let U be a real 
form of W chosen once and for all. As a real vector space W ~ U @ iU. The 
conjugate of z ~ W relative to U will be written as 5, and we set Re z = 
= (z -k 5)/2, Im z = (z - -  ~)/2i. Elements of U will be, usually, denoted by 
1.c. latin characters, elements of V by 1.c. characters (mostly, ~, co, a, ~7, ~). The 
letter 2~ always will stand for an element of U', the (real) dual of U. The value of 
E U' at the vector a of U (or W, to which the action of A extends by complex 
linearity) will be denoted by (A, a). We select once and for all Haar measures dx 
and d$ on the vector groups U and V. The Fourier transform onLl(U) is defined 
byf(;~) = f~ exp(--2~ri~, x))  f (x )  dx. The Haar measure d)t on U' is normalized 
so that the Fourier inversion formula reads f (x )  = fir" exp(2~ri(A, x))f()t) dA. To 
avoid confusion with the conjugation of W, the closure of a subset S of a topo- 
logical space will be denoted by C1 S. 
2.2. Hermitian maps. A real bilinear map 4: V × V--+ W is said to be 
sesquilinear if ~(i~, co) = i~b(~, co) = q)(~, --ioJ) for all ~, co e V. Denote by 
Ses(V') the nZ-dimensional complex vector space of all sequilinear maps from 
V' × V' to C, where V' is the (complex) dual of V. The space Ses(V') has a 
natural conjugation defined by st(a, b) = s(a, b), where s e Ses(V'), and a, b e V 1. 
1 Grant MCS77-03613. 
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Define f: V × V--~ Ses(V') as follows: 
[f(~, co)](a, b) = a(~) b(oJ), 
where ~, oJ ~ V, and a, b ~ V 1. The map f is sesquilinear. 
The space V with the form f is universal in analogy to the tensor product as 
the following proposition shows: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let q~: V × V---~ W be a sesquilinear map; then there is a 
unique complex linear map LP: Ses(V')--+ W such that P(~, @ =LP( f (~,  o~)) 
for all ~, oJ ~ V; that is, the following diagram commutes: 
V×V ~W 
Ses(V') 
Proof. (Uniqueness) Let/31 ,...,/3,~ be a basis for V; then {f(/3k,/31)} forms 
a basis for Ses(V'), since for s. Ses(V') it is easily seen that 
s = ~ s(/3~,/31)f(fl~ ,/31). (2.2.1) 
k,1 
Then LP  is determined completely be its values LP(f(/3k, ill)) ~-- P(/3~,/31). 
To show existence, define LP  by setting LP(f( f ik ,  i l l ) )= P(flk, ill) and 
extend linearly. 
A sesquilinear map P is said to be Hermitian provided 
P(~, ~i = P(o~, ~). 
The map f constructed above is Hermitian, as is any inner product. It  follows 
immediately that P is Hermitian if and only if 
LP(s) = LP(s*) for all s ~ Ses(V'), 
or again equivalently, L(h) ~ U whenever h E ReSes(V') = Her(V') = all 
Hermitian complex forms on V'. So if P is Hermitian, LP  is completely deter- 
mined by its restriction to Her(V'), i.e., by the map 
LoP: Her(V') --+ U 
h ~LP(h). 
The rank of a Hermitian map P is the rank of the linear map LoP; we say P 
has maximal rank if the dimension of the range of LoP is m. I f  we replace W by 
the complex space W~ = RangeLoP q- i RangeLoP , then the map (~, ~o) 
P(~, o~) from g × g to W~ is always of maximal rank. 
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The dual space of the real vector space Her(V') can be identified with the 
space Her(V) of Hermitian forms on V. This is done as follows: since (V')' 
is naturally isomorphic with V, we can construct the map 
f ' :  V' × V'---~Ses(V) 
defining f '  analogous to f by 
f'(a, b)g, ~) = a(0 b(~) =/(~, ~)(a, b). 
Then it is easy to see that there is a unique pairing 
(n, h) ~ <~, h> 
Her(V) × Her(V)-~ 
' a satisfying ( f  ( , a) , f (~, ~)> = [ a(~)l 2. 
Explicitly, if fi is a basis for V over C and ~7 and h are Hermitian forms on 
V and V' respectively, let M and N be the matrices of the forms: 
i i i  = ~7(/~i ,/3j), NiJ = h(fii , fla'), 
where the/~'s are the basis for V' dual to/3. Then (~7, h) = tr(MNr), and one 
sees easily that the right hand side is independent of the basis chosen. 
Thus we can interpret he adjoint map 
(Loq~)': U' -+ Her(V')' ~ Her V 
A ~+ )t • Loq~ 
as a map from U' to Hermitian forms on V. Clearly(Loq3)'(A)(~, o) = @, ~(~, ca)). 
Throughout this paper we shall denote the Hermitian form 4(L0qS)'(A ) by Ha: 
Ha(f, ~o) = 4(a, #(~, co)>. 
Also, throughout the paper Ba shall denote the skew-symmetric bilinear form 
which is the imaginary part of Ha: 
1 @(~, oJ) - -  (/)(oJ, ~))> (1.4) Ba(¢, a J) = Im(Ha(~, o)) = 4 <~, 27 
The factor of 4 appears for technical reasons. 
If fi = 131 ,...,/3, is a basis for V, then the matrix M = MHt is nonsingular 
if and only if the form Ha is nondegenerate. So Ha is nondegenerate if and 
only if det M =# 0. Note that Ha is degenerate only if B a is. Throughout, we 
shall denote by A = A(q)) the inverse image of the nondegenerate Hermitian 
forms under (L0¢)'. In other words. 
A = {A e U': Ha is nondegenerate}. (1.5) 
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Now once a basis/3 for V is chosen, we note that the function A v-~ det(M~ra) 
is a polynomial function on U' homogeneous of degree n, and A is the comple- 
ment of the algebraic variety of zeroes of this polynomial. Thus A is an open 
subset of U', which, if nonempty, must have total Lebesgue measure in U'; 
this elementary fact is quite important to our later developments. 
One assumption that insures that ./1 is nonempty is that of definiteness of 
the Hermitian map go, which we now proceed to define. A regular cone ~ in U 
is a non empty convex open cone which contains no affine line. The importance 
of regularity lies in the fact that the dual cone of [2,/2' = {A ~ U': (A, x) ~ 0, 
x E C1 £2 --~ {0}} is also regular, in particular it is open (see e.g. page 98 of [17]). 
The Hermitian map ~b: V × V--~ W is said to be/2-positive if go(F, ~)~ CI£2 
for all ~ ~ V, and ~b(~, ~) = 0 only if ~ ~ 0. For example the standard map 
f :  V × V--+Ses(V') is H(V')-positive, where H(V')  is the regular cone of 
positive definite Hermitian forms on V'. 
We say that the Hermitian map go is definite provided q) is /2-positive fo r 
some regular open cone /2. We can characterize definite Hermitian maps in 
the following manner: 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let go: V × V-+ W be a Hermitian map, Lgo the linear 
map on Ses(V') described in Proposition 1.l, and Loq) its restriction to Her(V'). 
Then go is definite if and only if  
Ker(L0q) n C1 H(V')  = {0}. 
Proof. Suppose go is/2-Hermitian for some regular cone/2 open in U. Let 
q c C1/7(V'), q @ 0. Then q is a positive semidefinite form on V', and it follows 
from the spectral theorem that q = ~f (~ l ,  ~1) for finitely many ~l's different 
from zero. Then Lfib(q) = ~ go(~a, ~1) ~ C1/2. Now q~(~a, ~) @ 0 by hypoth- 
esis, and since £2 is regular, a sum of nonzero vectors in C1/2 is never zero. 
Thus q ~ KerLo~b unless q = 0. 
Conversely, suppose Ker(Lo~b ) n C1H(V')  = {0}. Let £2(go) ~ LoCb(/-/(V'); 
one can easily check that CI£2(~b)=L0#(C1H(V)). Clearly C1/2(~O) is a 
closed convex cone in U; it is a regular closed cone in the sense that 
C1/2(go) n --C1/2(go) = {0}, for if x a C1/2(go) n --C1 £2(go), we have x = 
Logo(h ) = --Logo(k), h, k a C1/7(V'). Then 0 = x -- x =Loe~(h + k), so since 
h + h a CI H(V'), by our hypothesis, h + k = 0. Since h + k is a positive 
semidefinite form, we must have h = k ~ 0. Henee /2(~b) is regular, so by 
standard results (see for example the argument in [17], p. 98) the dual cone 
X2(go)' is nonempty. We note in passing that £2(~0)' = A + = {)t ff U': H~ is 
positive definite}, for H,~ is positive definite if and only if A a (Lo~b)'-~ (H(V))~ 
where H(V)  is the set of positive definite Hermitian forms on g. By standard 
results, H(V)  = H(V' ) '  = {Tr ~ Her(V): @, p)  > 0 for all p ~ C1H(V')\{0}} 
where the duality is the standard uality between Her(V) and Her (F )  described 
above. But then (Logo)'(A) ~ I I (V)  if and only if ((Ldb)'(h), q) =- (;~, LogO(q))> 0 
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for all q~ C1H(V');  i.e., A E C1D(~). In particular, we have established that 
A + =/- Z, so A va ~ in particular. 
To return to the proof of the proposition, since A + is open and nonempty 
in U, we can choose a basis ul .... , u~ for U so that the dual basis 01 ,..., 0~n for U' 
are elements of A +. Then D(Oa .... ,0,~) ~ {x ~ U: (Ok, x) > 0 for all k = 1 .... , m} 
is a regular open cone in U. We claim ~b is D(01 ..... 0~)-Hermitian, for is 
c V and ~ =/= 0, then f(~, ~) =/= 0 and f(~, g) • C1 H(V') ,  so by hypothesis 
¢(~, ~) = L0¢(f(~, ~)) =/= 0, and ¢(~, ~) E C12(¢).  Thus (Ok, ~(~, ~)) > 0 for 
all h, so ¢ is D(0~ ,..., 0~)-Hermitian. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.2. 
2.3. Siegel domains of type IL Let D be a regular cone in U and 
¢:  V × V-+ W an Q-positive Hermitian map. The Siegel domain of type H 
D --  D(~, D) determined in W × V by ~ and D is the set 
D --  {(z, ~) ~ W × V: Im z --  ~b([, ~) • C1 g?}. 
This set is a simply connected (in fact, convex) open subset of W × V whose 
topological boundary is 
8D = {(z, ~) • W × V: Im z - -  q~(~, ~) e 0D}, 
where 8/2 is the topological boundary of D. The distinguished boundary or Nilov 
boundary B of D is the smallest closed subset of 8D with the property that for 
every function F which is holomorphic in D and continuous on C1 D the relation 
sup IF(z, g)] = sup IF(z, g)[ 
(~, ¢)eD (z,0en 
holds. It  turns out that 
B ={(z ,~)•W× V: Imz- -@(~,g)  ~0}.  
Let now (a, ~) c U × V, and (z, ~) E W × V. The mapping 
(z, ~) -+ (a, ~) " (z, g) = (a + z + 2i~b(g, ~) + i~b(~, =), ~ + ~) (2.3.1) 
is an affine holomorphic automorphism of W × V which maps D and B onto 
themselves. It is easily verified that the composition of two affine automorphisms 
of the above type is an affine automorphism of the same kind. Explicitly, if 
(a, a), (b,/3) • U X V, then 
(a, ~)(b,/3) = (a + b -t- 2 Im qs(~,/3), ~ +/3). (2.3.2) 
In other words, U × V equipped with the multiplication (2.3.2) is a group of 
affine holomorphic automorphisms of D. We shall denote this group by Tt. 
I t  is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group of step two, i.e., the commutator 
of any two of its elements belongs to its center (which is easily seen to be 
U × {0}). Let us note here that the inverse of (a, ~) ~ 9l is (- -a,  --c~). The 
product of the Haar measures chosen once and for all in U and W is a Haar 
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measure on ~R, and will be used throughout he paper, It  will be denoted by 
d(x, ~) or dx d~. By abuse of language the Haar measures on U, V, fit and U' 
will be referred to sometimes as Lebesgue measure. More information on Siegel 
domains will be found at the beginning of Section 8 (a general reference'for 
the geometry of these domains is [14, 18]). Here we only want to make the 
following observation. Suppose ~b: V X V---> W is a definite Hermitian map. 
We can assume that q~ is of maximal rank (if not, replace W by W, ,  the com- 
plexification of the range of L0q5 in W). Then by the open mapping theorem, 
[2(~) = Lo~(FI(V')) is an open cone in U, and Proposition 1.2 shows that the 
cone ~2(~b) is regular, and Q(~b) is the smallest regular open cone ~2 with respect 
to which q5 is Q-positive. Thus, a definite Hermitian map ¢~ has a canonical 
minimal Siegel domain associated with it. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the harmonic analysis of the group fit 
and its connections with the function theory of D. In Sections 3 to 7 the Siegel 
domain D plays no role at all, and it is therefore convenient o think of ~t as 
defined in the following way (which is permissible in view of the preceding 
remark): Let ~: V X V---~ W be a definite Hermitian map, and let ff~ be the set 
U x V equipped with the multiplication (2.3.2). 
3. FOURIER ANALYSIS 
3.1. Perhaps at this stage we should clarify what we mean by Fourier analysis 
on a group. Let G be a locally compact 2nd countable Hausdorff unimodular 
group of type I (or a tractable group, for short), dg denotes an element of Haar 
measure on G. Then a concrete realization of Fourier analysis on G consists 
of the following: 
(1) A standard measure space (A, O, m) in the sense of Maekey [1, p. 5, 
10]; 
(2) A family (~a)~A of continuous irreducible unitary representations of
G on Hilbert spaces ~(~ra), such that ~a and ~"  are inequivalent whenever 
ASh ' ;  
(3) A subset F _C I~A Yf (~)  which is a collection of measurable vector 
fields in the sense of Dixmier [6, p. 344]; such that 
(a) I f  f(h) ~ ~( f )  = f~f (g)  ~r~(g) dg, we require that f(h) Ifr 
Hi lbert-Schmidt operator on ~(~r ~) for all f ~ L 1 ~ L2(G). 
(b) If f EL 1 nL2(G), then Plancherel's formula holds: 
I1SIl: = l f (g ) l  = i@)  m(d~). 
Here tr(A) is the usual trace of the operator A, defined if A is of trace class. 
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Any two such concrete realizations are equivalent in the sense that if 
(-di, ~ i ,  mi), (TriA)a~A~, F i ,  i = 1, 2, are two such realizations, then there exist 
mi-measurable subsets Aoi of total measure in A i , a one-to-one map ~ from AOl 
onto Ao~ which is an isomorphism of the complete measure spaces (A01 , m01 ) 
and (Ao2 , mo~ ) (moi being the restriction of the completion mi c of the measure mi 
to measurable subsets of Zli). In addition, there is a family (Ua)a~.% of unitary 
equivalences U~: Jt~(~v a)-+ 5f(~r~(a)) such that Ua~ag = 7r~(algU a for all ;~ e A01 
andg ~ G, and such that if (~:~)~A~ ~/"1, then (U¢-~(a)~_~(a))~A0~ is the restriction 
of a member of F 2 . The existence of such an equivalence follows from [6, 
p. 325]. Also, any such realization of Fourier analysis for a tractable group 
induces a unique standard measure on the dual of G, ~, called the Plancherel 
measure on G associated with the fixed Haar measure. The support of the 
Plancherel measure on ~ is called the reduced dual of G. If  G is "known," 
the Fourier analysis on G can be realized in standard form (see [6, p. 327], for 
example). 
Since G is rarely "known," Fourier analysis is not usually done in standard 
form. Even when it is "known," as in the case of the group 91, different realiza- 
tions of Fourier analysis are useful for different purposes. In the case of 9l, 
since it is a tractable, connected, simply connected nilpotent group, the Kirillov 
theory could be applied to obtain the Plancherel measure (see [23, p. 53] and 
the references cited there). For the applications we have in mind (to Siegel 
domains of type II, for example), this particular ealization of Fourier analysis 
on 9l is not particularly convenient, and we obtain our realizations differently. 
Any concrete realization fo Fourier analysis on G induces a central decom- 
position of G. Let L and R be the left and right regular representations, respec- 
tively, of G on L~(G): 
(Lgf)(b) = f(g-~b), (Rgf)(b) = f(bg). 
Let ~ and ~ be the yon Neumann algebras generated byL  and R; then £o, _ 
and ~ '  ---- £a, where the prime ..... denotes the commutant (see [19, p. 274]). 
Let C = ~W c3 N be the common center of these algebras. Given a concrete 
realization of Fourier analysis as above, let S3 a be the set of all Hi lbert-Schmidt 
operators on ~%'°(~ra) with the Hi]bert space structure given by <A:B>----  
tr(B*A). Let /~ :{(Aa)a~A~l-Ia~ASa: (AZ)z~A is a measurable family of 
operators relative to F}. Then f '  2 is a collection of measurable vector fields in 
the sense of Dixmier. Define representations L a and R a on ~a by 
L~g(20 = ~gX,  Rg~(X) = X,~g*. 
Then (La)a~A and (Ra)a~A is a measurable family of representations of G. 
Furthermore, L a and R a are factor representations of G, L a being unitarily 
equivalent to a multiple of ~r a, and the multiplicity of ~r a in L a equals the dimen- 
sion of W(~ra). Similarly, R a is unitarily equivalent to a multiple of #a, where ~a 
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is the conjugate representation (see [6, p. 250]), the multiplicity again being 
the dimension of ~¢t~(~ra). All this is easily seen by choosing a measurable 
orthonormal family (e~a), h ~ A, 1 ~ n < 0% such that e~ ~/1, (e~a)l<~<a(a)+l 
forms an orthonormal basis for ~(~ra), d(h) = dim ~(~ra), e~a = 0 if n > d(A), 
and then the observation that e~ @ gn forms a corresponding family for (.~a)a~_~, 
where (u @ ~)(~) -~ ( (  [ v> u. 
Now the Fourier transform f~f  extends to a unitary transformation from 
L2(G) onto the direct integral space fA @ -~am(dh) - Furthermore, since (Lgf) ~ = 
~-agf(A) =L~g(f(A)) and (Rgf) ~ =f(A)7~ag = Rag(f (A)), the left and right 
regular representations decompose as fA QLam(dA) and fA @ Ram(dh), respec- 
tively. Since L a and R a are factor representations, this is a decomposition of 5¢ 
and ~ into factors. Since center ~ = center ~ = C = ~z °' n ~,  every operator 
commuting with both left and right translations is diagonalized by this decona- 
position. Thus, a realization of Fourier analysis on G decomposes ~e and 
into factor algebras fA ~) ~'eam(dA) and fA @ ~am(dA) as well as a simultaneous 
diagonalization of all central operators on L2(G). 
3.2. Let us commence the Fourier analysis on 02 by first decomposing the 
regular representations into factor representations. Recall that 02 is the set 
U × V equipped with the multiplication (2.3.2) where ~b is a definite Hermitian 
map. Let A C U' be as in Section 2, so that A is an open set of total measure. 
For A ~A andfE  C~°0(02) say, let 
fa(co) = fv exp(--27ri(h, x>)f(x, co) dx. (3.2.1) 
By the Plancherel formula for U, we have 
fv If(x, co)[2dx fv" 'fa(co)12 dh = fA ]fa(co)[~ dh, 
since A has total measure in U'. I f  we integrate both sides of this equation over 
V with respect o co, we get 
= ~ IIf a I1~ dA, 
JA 
where ]If al]a is the norm o f f  a in the Hilbert space H a =L2(V),  all h ~A. The 
map f~--~ (fa)a~A clearly extends to a unitary equivalence from L2(02) onto the 
direct integral space fA O Ha dh. 
The inversion formula, for nice f (in Coo(02 ) say), follows from the Fourier 
inversion formula on U: 
f(x, co) = f fa (co)  exp(27ri(A, x)) dh. (3.2.2) 
JA 
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By direct computation one sees easily that 
[L(x, ~)f]a = La(x, ~) f~, [R(x, ~)f]a = Ra(x, ~)fa 
for feL2(91) and (x, ~)~ 9l, where 
[La(x, ~)g](o~) = exp(--2~ri(,~, x)) exp(--~-iBa(~, a ))g(o, - -  ~), 
[Ra(x, g)g](@ = exp(2wi(~, x)) exp(--wiBa(~, co))g(oa + ~), 
(3.2.3) 
for g EL2(V) = H A. Clearly, L a and R a are unitary representations of ill on 
H a = L2(V). We have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For all A eA,  the representations L a and R a are factor 
representations of 9l on L2( V). 
Proof. By direct straightforward computation, using the skew-symmetry 
of Ba, one shows that 
[La(x, ~)Ra(x ', ~')g](o)) = [Ra(x ', ~')La(x, ~)g](oa) (3.2.4) 
equals 
exp(27ri@, x' - -  x)) exp0riBa(~', ~)) exp(--~riBa(~ q- ~', co))g(co q- ~' - -  ~). 
In particular, L a and R a commute. Observe that, in particular, 
[La(0, ½~) Ra(0, --½~)g](oa) = g(w - -  ~). 
Thus, any operator which commutes with both L a and R a must commute with 
all translations. On the other hand, 
[La(0, 1~) Ra(0, ½~) g](oa) = exp(--~viBa(~, oa)) g(oa). 
Since for A ~ A B a is a nondegenerate skew-symmetric form, the family of 
functions co b-~ exp(--~riBa(~, o0)) runs over all characters on V as ~ runs over V. 
Thus, any bounded linear operator on Lz(V) which commutes with both L a 
and R a must commute with all multipliers arising from characters, and, therefore, 
by standard results in harmonic analysis on abelian groups, it must itself be 
a multiplier operator. But a multiplier operator which commutes with transla- 
tions is clearly a scalar multiple of the identity. Thus, 
{La} ' n {Ra} ' = C Id. (3.2.5) 
But by (3.2.4), 
{L ~} C {Ra} ' and (R ~} _C {La} '. 
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Therefore, 
(La} ' D {Ra}" and {Ra} ' D (La} ", 
whence by (3.2.5) 
(La} ' n (La}" C (La} ' n {Ra} ' = C Id. 
Thus, the von Neumann algebra {La} " = d~ a generated by range of L a in the 
algebra of bounded linear operators on L2(V) has trivial center and is therefore 
a factor. Similarly, R a is a factor representation. 
Thus, we have decomposed the left and right algebras ~ and ~ into factor 
algebras: 
The operators diagonalized by this decomposition are clearly those generated 
by translations by elements of the center U x {0} of ~.  
The next two sections will be devoted to a finer analysis of these factor 
representations L ~ and R a. 
4. PRELIMINARIES 
4.1. Fix a complex basis/31 ,..., fin for V which is compatible with the chosen 
Haar-Lebesgue measure d~ for V. This means that for all g ~La(V), 
~z 
For all A ~ A, the Hermitian form H a is nondegenerate and, therefore, 
det(MHa(fi)) :/= 0, where MHa(fi) is the matrix of H a with respect o/3: 
M~(/3)~j = H~G, /33 .  
I f  S • GL(n, C), let/3 - S be the complex basis defined by (/3 - S)~ = ~j  Sj~/3j. 
Observe (/3, S) --+/3 • S defines a transitive and effective right action of GL(n, C) 
on complex bases/3. Note also that we have the change of basis formula 
MHa(/3 . S) = STMHa(fi)tt 
So that 
det(MH,,(/3. S)) = I det(S)] z det MHa(/3). 
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I f  S runs over the volumetric group (of n × n complex matrices whose deter- 
minant has modulus 1),/3 - S runs over all complex bases compatible with d~. 
Thus, 
p(A) = ]det 21%(fi) I > 0 (4.1.1) 
is a positive continuous function on A independent of the compatible basis 
chosen. As we shall see, m(d~) = (A)pd~ is essentially the Plancherel measure 
for Tt. 
As we remarked in the Introduction, our group fit is a generalized Heisenberg- 
type group with Planck's constant vector valued. For )~ ~ A fixed, the analysis 
of the factor representations R ~ and L a and the investigation of the corresponding 
irreducible representation proceeds pretty much as in the scalar case (see the 
analysis of the Schredinger epresentation i [3, p. 372], for example). One 
merely chooses a basis where Mn~ to that basis is diagonal and the rest parallels 
the scalar case. However, when one wants to integrate the results over )t, the 
necessity for diagonalizing the forms H~ in a measurable manner becomes 
apparent. So first we prove the following result on measurable cross-sections: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let p be a continuous map from X onto Y, where X is 2nd count- 
able, locally compact and Hausdorff, and Y is separable metrizable. Then there 
exists a Borel measurable cross section for p; i.e., there exists a Borel map ~: Y --7 X 
such that p(~(y)) = y for all y c Y. 
Pro@ We note immediately that X is polonais. Also, p-l(p(x)) is closed 
for each x since p is continuous. Furthermore, if (9 is open in X, (_9 is a countable 
union of compacta: (9 = U~>I K~. Thus, p-~(p((9)) = U~>~p-~(p(K,~)). Now 
p(K,~) is compact and closed since Y is Hausdorff and, therefore, p-l(p(K,~)) 
is closed in X, again by continuity; so p-l.(p((9)) is an F~ set and hence Borel. 
Thus, Lemma 2 of [5] applies, and there exists a Borel set C _C X which meets 
p- l(y) in one and only one point, for each y ~ Y. Let ~(y) be the member of 
C n p-l(y).  We claim ~ is Borel measurable. To see this, observe thatp o ~ = Ido 
and ~:-I is p restricted to C. Thus, if B is a Borel set in Y, 
(~: ~)-1 (B) = {x ~ C: ~ l(x) ~ B} = C ~ p-~(B), 
the latter being a Borel subset of C. Thus, ~-1 is Borel measurable as a map 
from C to Y. The Borel space C is standard (see [1]), being a Borel subspace 
of the polonais space X, and Y is surely countably generated as a Borel space. 
By Proposition 2.5 of [1, p. 7], ~-I(A r3 C) is a Borel subset of Y whenever A
is a Borel subset of X. But ~-l(A c~ C) = ~:-I(A), so ~: is Borel measurable 
from Y to X. Q.E.D. 
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We can now prove the following 
PROPOSITION 4.1. There exists a Borel measurable map O: A --> complex bases 
for V compatible with d$ 
~ o1(~),..., o~(~) 
such that for each h E A, the matrix Ma(8(h)) of the Hermitian form H a with 
respect o 0(h) is diagonal. 
Proof. Let 13 be the fixed basis compatible with d~, chosen above. The map 
H ~-* Mn(fi) is an isomorphism from Hermitian forms onto Hermitian n × n 
matrices. Write 3 I  4 for Mn~ , so that clearly A ~-~ Ma([3 ) is a continuous map 
from A to Hermitian matrices. Now let X= SU(n)× R ~, Y= n × n 
Hermitian matrices, and p(U, t) = U diag(t) U r, where diag(t) is the diagonal 
n × n matrix with elements tI ,..., t~ on the diagonal. The map p: X--> Y is 
obviously continuous, and it follows from the spectral theorem that it is onto. 
Let ~: be a cross-section for p as in the preceding lemma. For T ~ Y write 
~(T) = (V(T), t). Then V: Y -+ SU(n) is a Borel measurable map such that 
for each Hermitian T, Vr(T) TV(T) is diagonal. Finally, let 0(~) = ft. V(M,(fi)) 
Then 0 is clearly the measurable map we are seeking. 
Remark. We note that it is possible to explicitly choose a unitary matrix 
which diagonalizes a given Hermitian matrix in a "measurable fashion." First, 
we note that if ~-I(T),.-., ~-~(T) are the eigenvalues of T arranged in nondecreasing 
order, then one shows by the "minimax" characterization of eigenvalues that 
~'3 is an upper semicontinuous function on the Hermitian matrices, and so 
~: Y -+ ~,  T--> (~-I(T),..., ~(T))  is surely Borel measurable. Then for each j, 
there is an algorithm for constructing an orthonormal basis for the eigenspaee 
of T corresponding to the eigenvalue ~-j ; one merely row reduces the matrix 
%-(T) I - -  T to row echelon form, constructs a basis for the null space, and then 
applies the Gram-Schmidt process. I f  one uses the grounding of the idea of 
algorithm in mathematical set theory as described, for example, in [12, p. 7], 
then one can prove that the output of an algorithm is a measurable function 
of the input, provided the computational rule is measurable. The tedious part 
of such a proof is, of course, the exact mathematical description of the algorithms 
and the proof that the computational rule is measurable. 
Now we have Ma(0(A))= D a = V*M~(fi)Va, where D~ is diagonal and 
V a = V(Ma(fi) (the ubiquitous presence of conjugates in our formulas is a 
sad consequence of the convention that Hermitian forms be conjugate-linear 
in the second variable). For an m X n complex matrix _//, let I .d ] be the n X n 
positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix such that l_d ]~= A*.d. Now let 
E = ,()t) be the basis for V defined by 
E = 0(~) "l Da [-~/~ = fi - (Va IDa I-~/~). (4.1.2) 
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Then Ha(e~, e~) :  afiiJ where ai : ~1  and 8i~- is the Kronecker symbol. 
e~,... ,%, Jel .... , J% is a basis of the underlying real space V ~ of V. Let 
Ja: V~ -+ Vg be defined in the e-basis by the 2n × 2n matrix 
(0 __o3 
J~= 0 (i o) o" 2 with a - -  
O" n 
Ja is a complex structure which commutes with J. I f  h ~ A + D__ ~' ,  H a is positive 
definite and we have Ja = J. We denote V a equipped with the complex structure 
Ja by V j .  Let E~ be the real span of e I , . . . ,  E n ] then V~a = E~ @ JaEa. We 
denote by v a the Haar measure on Ea determined by the basis q ,..., %. The 
above decomposition determines a Haar measure on V which we denote by 
v~ ^  % and which is given by 
, iy  JE 
Further, we have 
If  ~ = ~ + J~, ~, ~ ~ E~, set ~ = ~ --  J~ .  Define g '  oJ = B~(]~, ca) + iBa(~, ~), 
then ~ • (5 = Hz(~, m) for A ~,A + D_ £2'. We set [ ~ ]z = ~ . ~, we shall also write 
~. ~ ~ ~2. I f  ~ = ~2 ~iei and co = ~2 ~o~ci, then ~- co = Y', ~io~ and ~" ~ = ~ ~ioSi. 
Also note that for ~ = ~: + Ja~ and ~' = ~' + J27', Ba(~, ~') = ~ - ~:' --  7' " ~:- 
In particular, Eh is a maximal isotropic subspace for Ba. This notation makes 
calculations for fixed A more manageable because it suppresses ~ in most for- 
mulas; one should, however, keep in mind that everything depends on the 
choice of the basis 0(~). 
We remark that since Jz commutes with J, the original complex structure, 
]4 can be viewed as a complex linear map on V. Its matrix relative to e I . . . .  , % 
is clearly ia, and from this we easily compute that the matrix of J~ relative to 
the original basis fi is i([ Ma(~)1-1 Ma(/~))-. Thus, the construction of the basis 
0(A) is not necessary for the definition of Ja. For our work the significant 
properties of Ja are that it is a complex structure on V e such that 
(i) Ba(Ja~, Jag') = Ba(~, {'), for ~, ~' e V. 
(ii) Ba(J~, ~) > 0 if ~ =/= 0. 
4.2. We are now ready to define the SchriSdinger representations of ill, the 
family (Ga)a~, acting on the Hilbert space ,gf(G a) = L~(Ea, %). They may be 
defined by 
[G~(x, ~) ~](~) = exp(--2~ri()~, x)) exp(wi~: •~7) 
× exp(--2~ri n - c 0 4(~ --  ~¢), (4.2.1) 
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where ~ = ~ + Ja71, a ~ Ez, ~ ~L2(Ea, va). The dot product here has the 
same meaning for fixed A e A as that assigned in Section 4.1. Ga(x, ~) is clearly 
a unitary operator on L2(Ea, va) , and G a can be shown to be a continuous 
representation of 9l by direct computation, or by interpreting G a as an induced 
representation as shown below. 
G a is clearly irreducible, since a bounded linear operator which commuted 
with Ga(x, ~) for all (x, ~) would, in particular, commute with all Ga(0, J~) ,  
• /E Ea ; that is, by all multipliers by characters of the abelian group Ea. By 
standard results of abelian harmonic analysis, such an operator would be itself 
a multiplier. But the operator would therefore commute with all Ga(0, ~), 
~: E E a ; i.e., with all translations, and a multiplier commuting with all translations 
is essentially constant. 
I t  is instructive to interpret G ~ as an induced representation of 91 from a 
suitable subgroup. Namely, let 91a = U × JaEa. It  is easily checked that 9~a 
is a normal subgroup of 91, and that 91 = 91a [ ]  @a, where 8 a is the abelian 
group {0} × Ea, as a semidirect product. Each A ~ .4 determines a character 
Xa on 9la by 
X~(x, Ja~) = exp(2~i(A, x)). 
We have 
1B x~((x, L~) x', L~')) = x~(~ + =' + ~ (L~, L~'), L(~ + ~')) 
= exp(2~ri(h, x + x')) exp(~riBA(Ja~/, Jz~')). 
But BA(J~, ./z~]')= B~(~/, ~/ ' )= 0, since E~ is isotropic with respect to B~. 
Thus, the last expression reduces to 
so Xa really is a character on 91a. 
Following the conventions of [22, p. 366], we can define the induced repre- 
sentation space to be the space of all complex-valued measurable functions u 
on 91 such that 
u(gn)-~xa(n -1) u(g) for ge91 and ne91a 
and 
fj~ I u(g)[ 2 dg < oo. 
/~a 
91 acts unitarily on this space by left translations, and this action defines the 
induced representation. 
Now from the unique factorization 9l = gagl~, each function in the induced 
representation space is completely determined by its restriction to @~, and the 
coset space 91/91a is identified with d°a and, therefore, with E~ in a natural 
manner. Thus, if u is in the induced representation space, and we set 
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q~u(a) = u(O, o), a e E a , we have a unitary map q3 from the induced representa- 
tion space onto L~(E~, va). I f  ~ = ~ + Ja~, we have 
[~L(x, ~) u](~) ---- L(x, ~) u(0, ~) - -  u((x, ~)-! (0, o)) 
- -  u ( -x  + ~B( - -~ --  L~,  ~), ~ --  ~ --  L~)  
= u((0, ~ - ~)(~', - L~) ) ,  
where x' = - -x  -- B(Ja~, a) -- ½B(~, Ja'?). Thus, 
[OL(x, ~) u](a) = Xa(x') u(O, a --  ~) 
= exp(2~ri(A, x'}) ~bu(a --  ~) 
= a~(~, ~) ~u(~), 
This shows that G a is indeed equivalent, via q)-l, to the unitary representation 
of 9l induced from Xa • 
We summarize the results of this section in 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The unitary representations G ~, • e A, acting on L2(Ea , va), 
are all irreducible. G ~ is unitarily equivalent o the representation Ux~ induced 
from the normal subgroup 9~.  Furthermore, G ~ and G a" are inequivalent when 
it CA' .  
The last assertion is not hard to show directly, but we prefer to postpone 
the proof until Section 5, where we compute the characters of the representations 
and show they are distinct. 
The  representations (Ga)~a will be used to construct a concrete realization 
of Fourier analysis on 3 ,  in the sense of Section 3. This construction will be 
carried out in the next section. 
5. THE WEYL TRANSFORM 
5.1. In this section we analyze the factor representations L z and R ~, constructed 
in Section 3 of this paper, in terms of the irreducible representations G~; then 
we "integrate" our results to obtain our first concrete realization of Fourier 
analysis on 9l. 
The principal tool in this investigation is a certain integral transform which 
we call the Weft  transform, following Segal in [20], which sets up a unitary 
equivalence between L2(V) and L~(E~ X E~ , v~ (~ va). Segal's motivation for 
his study was the analogue of the "Heisenberg commutation relations in finke 
form" for a quite general ocally compact abelian group. This version of com- 
mutation relations was first described by Weyl in [26, p. 273]. Segal used the 
transform to construct a ray representation of the symplectic group associated 
with a locally compact abelian group, as did Well in [25], motivated by quite 
different considerations. In the course of Well's work he considers a certain 
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group A(G) of Heisenberg type associated with an abelian group G; the group 9l 
that we study has some parallels to this group. Our use of the Weyl transform 
will be to elucidate the Fourier analysis on 9l, and in a subsequent paper we 
will explore its relationship to the sympleetic group associated with the vector- 
valued skew-symmetric form B. 
The Weyl transform appears to be an operator of some general interest in 
analysis; our proofs of its basic properties will be somewhat abbreviated, since 
they parallel the arguments in [20] and [25] so closely. 
5.2. Fix a e A, and adopt the notational conventions of Section 4. Let Fa be 
the Fourier transform on L2(Ea , %); i.e., 
Fa~(~) : fe?(o)exp(--2~ri~- o)va(do), (5.2.1) 
~L ~ c3L2(Ea). Then F a extends to a unitary operator on L2(Ea). Next, let 
Sa:L2(V)--*L=(Ea × Ea, v a @ %) be defined by 
Sag(s e, ~?) =/o(A) -*/~ g(~: + Ja~7)- (5.2.2) 
It follows from Section 4.1 that S a is unitary equivalence. 
Continuing, let A be the measure preserving map from E a × E a to itself 
given by 
~(~,/3) = (0, ~), 
where 
Then 
1 = ~ +/3 ,  r - -½~ +/3 .  
T~K = K o A -*  (5.2.3)  
defines a unitary map from L~(E;~ × Ea, va @ %) onto itself. Finally, recall 
that L2(E~ × Ez, % @ %) can be identified with L2(E~, %) @L2(Ea, %), if 
we define (~ @ ~b)(¢, z) = ~(¢) ~b(r). 
Then the Weyl transform W~ can be defined by 
Wa = T~oI  @Go Sa, I = Id onL2(E~, %). (5.2.4) 
The following theorem summarizes many of the important properties of the 
Weyl transform. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let W~ be defined as above in (5.2.4). Then 
(i) Wa is a unitary map from LZ(V) onto L~(Ea × Ez , v a @ %). 
(ii) l f  g ~ L~(V) and nice 07 ~ Sag(~ + Ja~7) is in Ll(Ea , %)for all ~ c Ea , 
say), then 
W~g(o, r) = P(A)-*/'~ "e(a g(cr -- r + Jaq) exp(--~ri(~r + r)" ~) va(d~7). 
6o7/33/I-4 
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(iii) I f  K eL2(Ea × Ea, v a @ va)(fi ~ T;~K(~, fl) is in LI(Ea, va) for all 
e Ea, say, which is certainly true if K E C~o(Ea × Ea)), then 
(W~-IK)(~ + Ja~) P(~t) 1/Z LA K (/~ + ~,~ -- ~)exp(2~rin" fi)va(d~). 
(iv) W~La(x, ~) W;  1 = a~(x, ~) @ I and WAR~(x, ~) W;  1 = I (~ (~r)~(X, ~), 
where Ga(x, ~)¢ = ( G~(x, ~) ~)-. 
Let 2/t ° be the natural unitary map from L2(E~ X E~ , v a @ v~) onto the Hilbert- 
Schmidt operators on LZ(E~ , v~) defined by 
Thgn 
(v) 
(~K¢)(~) = J" K(~,, ~-) ¢0-) ~,~(d~-). 
~Wag = p(h) ~/z fe g(co) Ga(0, oJ) dw, 
the integral on the right being convergent in the weak sense. 
Let g*(~z) = ~(--o0, and for g~ , gz ~L2(V), let 
gl * ~ * g~(h) = p()t) ~/2 fv gl(~ -- ~o) g2(w) exp(--~riB~(~, w)) do0. 
Then (vi)gl  * h . gz~L2(V), and L2(V) with the multiplication *h* and star 
operation . is a Hilbert algebra, isomorphic to the Hilbert algebra of Hilbert- 
Schmidt operators via g --+ Jt°W~g. 
(vii) I f  2/CWag is of trace class, then g is continuous and 
g(o,) = p(s)l/,~ tr[C~(o, ~) • deW, g]. 
Proof. (i) is obvious from the definition. 
(ii) If g is nice, 
(W~g)(., ~) = TM ®F~)(S~g)(., ~) 
= (I  ® P~)(S~g)(~ - -  ~-, 1(¢ + ~)) 
= f (S~g)(~ - ~, 7) cxp(-2~i ~(~ + ~) • ~) v~(d~) 
~E ,I 
= p(~)-1/2 Je(~ g(a -- r + ]~n) exp(--rri(G + "r)" ~)) v~(dn). 
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(iii) By the definition, W q = S -1 o I @ F -1 o T -1, so 
(W~-lg)(~ -+- Jan) = p(a)x/2(I @F-~I)(T;1K)(~, ~) 
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P(h)l/2 lea (TalK)(~' /9) exp(2wiT/-/9) Va(d/9 ) 
= P(A)I/= lea K (/9 q- ~,/9 -- ~)exp(2~ri, 7 •/9) va(d/9 ).
(iv) We prove the second assertion~ the first being similar in proof and 
easier. If g e L2(V) is nice, ~ = $ + Jay 
[WaRa(x, ~)g](cr, r) 
= p(~)--l/2 J ;a [Ra(x'  ~)g](o- - -  T -}- Ja/9) exp(--wi(~ q- r) "/9) va(a/9 ) 
= p(h) -x/'~ exp(2~ri(a, x)) 
× [_ exp(--~riBa(~: q- Jarl, a - r + Ja/9))g(a - r + s e + Ja(/9 + rl)) 
a 
× exp(--wi(cr + r) -/9) %(d/9). 
If we use the notational conventions of 4.1 and let/9' = fl q- ~ in the above 
integral, we see that the expression above reduces to 
p(h) -i/2 exp(2wi(h, x)) exp(--~ri~: - ~) 
× [_ g(a -- (r --  ~) q7 Ja/9') exp(--Tri(a -k r -- ~) '/9') va(d/9' ) 
a 
= o(1) -~/2 exp(2~i(a, x>) exp(--=i~ n)  Wag(~,  "~ - -  ~) 
= p(a)-~/z(I @ Ga(x, g)) Wag(g, r), 
by definition of G a in (4.2.1). 
(v) First, suppose ~, 4' EL=(Ea, %)- For o) = ~ + Ja~ E V, by (4.2.1), 
we have 
(Ga(0, w) 4')(r) = exp(rri~ '~/) exp(--2rr(~ - r) 4'(/9 -- r), 
so that 
<¢ I aa(0, ~)¢> = lea ¢(,)[aa(o, o,) ef t ) ] - ,  va(a,) 
= exp(-wi~: - 7) lea ¢(r) ~(r -- s ¢) exp(2~rir~ • r) %(dr). 
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I f  we set 13 = v @ ~:/2, this reduces to 
fz d~ (13 @ ~) ~ (fl - ~) exp(2~r&) - fi) v~(dfi) = p(h)1/2 W~-I(~ (~ ~)(o)) 
by (iii), at least if ~ ~L t c~ L2(Ez, va), and the result is true for general ¢ by an 
approximation argument. Thus, 
(5.2.5) 
Thus, in particular, o) ~ (Ga(O, oJ)¢ [ ~b) is in L2(V) for all 4, ¢cL2(Ea,  %). 
So the operator H = ev g(w) Ga(O, co) do2 is well-defined in the weak sense, in 
that 
V 
= Jr  g(w)(G~(O' --~")~ f~)- doJ 
= p0) - I /2<g I W~-I(~ (~(~)) 
exists and defines a bounded operator. 
Next, suppose g ~L2(V) is bounded, and that Sag has support m a rectangular 
set A × B _C Ez × E~, where A and B both have finite measure. Then 
[ww~g] ~(,0 
= f~ W~g(~, ) ~(.:) v~(d- 4 
p(h) i/2 f~ ~Ea g(a -- .r + ]~,) exp(--wi~ - (a @ T)) q~(T) %(dr) %(d~) 
× exp( -2~v - ~-) ~(~ - ~) ~(d~) v~(d,) 
-- pO) -~,~ f~ f~ g(~ + j~,) o~(o, ¢ + j,) ~(,0 v~(a~) v~(dO 
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The interchange of  order of integration in the third step is justified by observing 
that for fixed ~ the integral 
• lea ;Ea ]g(~ - - r  @ Ja~]l  ¢(~-)] va(d~?)va(dr ) 
_ ~" d~]l/"z - - [ fA fB Ig(~: + J~Ti), v~(&7) 11¢[1~ 
~< II g I1~ v~(AW 2 • va(B) II¢ I1~ < oo, 
so the Tonell i-Hobson and then Fubini's theorem can be applied. Thus, the 
formula is valid for g so restricted. 
For an arbitrary g ~L~(V), let (g~) be a sequence of bounded functions each 
having support in a "rectangle" of finite measure, which converge to g pointwise 
and in L ~, and such that ] g~ I ~< 1 g [- Since [I gn -- g [Ix --~ 0 as n ~ 0% 
II ~W~g~ - ~W~g I1~ -~ 0 as n -+ oo 
(]1 []2 is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm for an operator). Now, II 2/dWag~ - ~4EWag [1~ <~ 
l] ~Wag~ - 2/dWag I12, so ;,4~W~g~ --~ ~Wag weakly afortiori. Thus, 
But 
lim(E~,~Wag~]¢ I ) == ([~4~W~g]¢ I ¢). 
<[gffW~gn]¢ I ¢) = P(A) 1/~ fvg~(~)<c~(0, o )¢ I ~> d~ 
by the above, and since l g~(co)l ~< I g(~o)l, by the Lebesgue dominated conver- 
gence theorem, 
fv gn(.)<c~(0, ~)¢ I ¢> ~o -+ [v £(~)<0~(0, o~)¢ I ¢> d~ 
as n -+ oo. Putting the limits together, (v) follows. 
To prove (vi), first observe that i fg 1 , g~ eL2(V), then gl * A .  g~ surely exists, 
and 
II gl * A ,  g2 II~ ~ p(z) 1/2 Jl g1112 II g21¢2. 
If, in addition, gl,  g2 ~LI(V), then one sees that ]gl * A *g2 ] ~ P(A) l/z I gl I * I g~ l, 
the convolution on the right being ordinary convolution, so gl * A * ga ELl(V) • 
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I f  gl and g~ have compact supports, then so does I gl I * [g2 I and therefore 
g l * ) t *g i  does too, and since it's bounded, gl* )t,g2EL1 ~L~(V) if 
gl, g2 ~ Coo(V), say. Hence, by (v), under these hypotheses, 
P(?t) 1/2 f (gl * h * gz)(~) G;t(O, ~) d~ 
v 
= p(h) fv fr gl(~ - -  w) g~(co) exp(--TriB~(~, o~)) do~G~(O, ~) d~ 
~- p(A) fr [fr gl(~ -- o~)exp(--TriB~(~, oJ)) Ga(0, ~)d~] g2(~)do~ 
: P(2) fv [ f r  gl(~') exp(--TriB~(~' + oJ, o~))G~(0, ~' + co)d~'] g~(w)doJ. 
Now 
Ga(0, ~' + w) = exp(TriBa(~', w)) Ga(0, ~') Ga(0, oJ) (5.2.6) 
by a straightforward check, Combining this with the above and Ba(co , co) = 0 
yields 
~Wi(g l  * )t * g2) = p(A) fv [fv gl(~') Ga( O, ~') d~'] g2(~) Ga(O, (~) do~ 
= P(A)I/2 fv (~'~W'~gl) Ga(O' co)gz(~o) d~o 
= (~Wag~) o (3/fW~g~), if g~, ga ~ C~(V). 
Now suppose gx, g~ are arbitrary functions in L~(V); choose sequences 
(g~), (g~) in Coo(V ) converging to ga, g~, respectively, in the L ~ norm. Then 
and so g~ • ;~ • g~ converges to g~ * ~t, g~ uniformly. But the sequence 
g~ • A • g~ is Cauchy in the L ~ norm, by similar sorts of estimates, so a subse- 
quence converges to its limit function a.e., and this limit function is in L~(V). 
But it must equal g, *h ,gz  a.e. and, therefore, g~ ,A*g~sL~(V) .  Thus, 
g~,  2, * g2~ ~ g~ * h * gz in L~(V) as n --~ oo. 
Finally, since 3(FW a is an isometry, ~Wh(g ~ • )t , g,z) = (4¢~W~gl)(YfWzg~) 
follows upon taking the limit. 
The fact that ~f~Wa(g*)= (WW~g)* follows immediately from (v) and 
(5.2.5). 
Since J~t~W~ sets up an isomorphism of (L2(V), *A*, *) with the Hilbert- 
Schmidt operators on L~(Ea, va), and the latter form a Hilbert algebra, so does 
the former, and (vi) is proven. 
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To prove (vii), recall that the inner product on the Hilbert-Schmidt operators 
is given by <A 1 : Az} = tr(A*A1), and that an operator A is of trace class if 
and only if A = A~A* for some A1, A 2. Suppose g is continuous and 
~'W~g~  A i ,  for i = 1, 2, and blank. Then by (vi), g = gl • ;t • g* a.e. By 
(iv) and the properties of 54", 
Thus, 
~Wa(La(O, --w) gt) =- Ga( O, --w) ~Wagt  = Ga(O, ~o)* ~Wagt .  (5.2.7) 
tr(G~(0, o))*A) = tr(A~(G~(0, oJ)A~)*) 
= <AI: G~(O, ,~)A2> 
= <g~ ILa(O, co)g2} = <L~(0, --o))gx l gz} 
= fv [La(0' --w)g~](~') ge(~') d~' 
= f exp(~-iB~(o~, ')) g~(~' + o~) g~(~') d~' 
V 
= p(A)-~/~(gl, ~,,  g~*)(o~). 
Since oJ --+ <La(O, --w) gl ] g2> is continuous (L ~ is a continuous representation), 
it follows that gt • A • g~* is in fact continuous; since it equals g a.e. and g is 
continuous, in fact 
g(w) = (gl * A * g*)(m) ~ p(A) 1/2 tr(Ga(0, oJ)* ~W~g).  
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
5.3. Now we are ready to present our first version of Fourier analysis on 9l. 
First, we choose an orthonormal basis for L2(E~, v~), defined by 
~b,(a) = f i  ~b,,((ri), where v is an n-tuple of nonnegative integers, 
k=l  
Z 
= ~ eiei where • = e(h) is the basis for E a constructed in 4.1.2, 
i= l  
and ~b,~ is the normalized Hermite function 
~b,,(t) = (21/4,2~/2(m!) 1/~) H~((2~r)l/2t) exp(--~ta), 
H~ being the classical Hermite polynomial. 
(5.3.1) 
Since it is well known that the normalized Hermite functions form a complete 
orthonormal basis for L2(~), N = real line, it's clear that the ~b,'s form such a 
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basis for L~(Ea, %). Sometimes to show the dependence on h we shall write 
¢~ = ¢~.  
Strictly speaking, the space where the unitary representation Ga acts as 
the space of all equivalence lasses of functions in L2(Ea, %): J4°(G a) = 
{~a(¢): ~ cL2(Ea, %)), where ~a(¢) = {Ca EL2(Ea, %): ¢, = ¢ a.e. with respect 
to %}. The reason for emphasizing this point, which is mere pedantry in most 
cases, is that Ea moves around as h varies, and the problem of defining the 
collection of measurable vector fields as discussed in Section 3 takes some care 
to insure that (Ga)a~a is indeed a measurable family of representations. 
First, define !/*~ e I-IaeA d/g°(Ga) by (~,)a - :  Ya(g*,), v an n-tuple of nonnegative 
integers. For ~b~, q)2 ~ I-Ia~A 2/{'(Ga), let <~ [ q)~)(h) = @b~a I ~a)a ,  where 
<l>a is the inner product in ~(Ga) .  Next, we define 
/" l~ e p[ ~(Ga)  : <q~ I ~> is a Lebesgue measurable 
~eA 
function on A for all v I . (5.3.2) 
Then g*, ~ F, for every v, and it is straightforward to verify that /~ is indeed 
a collection of measurable vector fields as discussed in Section 3. 
Next, let 
f.,.(A) = (Ga(x,/~) k~, ] ~u.)(A) 
given/,, v and (x, ~) c 9l. Since the ~a 's  form an orthonormal basis for 3f'(Ga), 
we have 
for all q) e I-Ia~A d4°(Ga) • Then by continuity of the inner product, 
~z 
I f  q5 ~/1, then <~ I k~,) is measurable, and (Ga(x, ~) ~a)a~A ~/"  provided we 
can showf,.~ is measurable, for all/,, v. By (5.2.5) and (4.2.1), we see that 
f,.~(A) = e -2~i<a,~> exp(~ri~ •@) fe #"a(cr - -  f) ¢"a(~) exp(--20ri~ " o) va(d~), 
= e-~<~,~> exp(,~in • ~) I I  y,,.v,(~;, ~J) 
j= l  
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where 
and 
~,q(x, y )= f _~ ¢~(s -  x)¢~(s)e -2"~y~ ds. 
y~,q is clearly continuous, so the whole issue of measurability rests on the fact 
that for ~ fixed, the map ;~ ~ (~:5,71J) is measurable. This last fact is true because 
the components {1 ,..., ~:~, ~h ,..-, ~?~ of ~ relative to the real basis E 1 ,..., e~, 
J~e 1 .... , draG, will be linear combinations of the components e[ .... , s~'n, ~ ,..., ~1~ 
of ~ with respect to the fixed real basis fll ,..., fi,~, J~l,-.., dfi~, and the coeffi- 
cients will be measurable functions of ;~, since these coefficients will be rational 
expressions in the real and imaginary parts of the matrix V a IDa I-1/2 and 
] Ma(/3)l 1 Ma(fi), as follows from (4.1.2). 
Thus, f , , ,  is measurable for fixed (x, ~), and, therefore, (Ga)~a is indeed a 
measurable family of unitary representations of 9l. It  is precisely to obtain 
this latter result that it was necessary to construct he basis E(A) and Ja in a 
measurable manner. 
Now let f cL  1 nL2(9~). Then using (3.2.1) and (v) of Theorem 5.1, we get 
Ga(f) - f f (g) dg = p(A) 1/2 jKpWafa. (5.3.3) 
Thus, Ga(f) is of Hi lbert-Schmidt ype. Furthermore, if f~  C~0(9~), then 
since 9l is a connected simply-connected nilpotent Lie group and G a is irre- 
ducible, Ga(f) is of trace class and fF-~tr(Ga(f)) defines a distribution X a on 
C~0(9l) (see [22], p. 347). 
By (vii) of Theorem 5.1, 
i.e., 
<X a, f> = p(A) -1 fa(0); 
Xa(x, ~) = p(A) -1 exp(--27ri<A, x>) 3(~), 
(5.3.4) 
where 3 is the Dirac delta function. It  follows immediately that since the charac- 
ters are distinct for distinct values of 2~, the representations G a are all inequivalent 
for different values of A. 
Now by using Theorem 5.1 again we see that 
tr(Ga(f) * GZ(f)) = p(A)-3/2(f a* , A , fa)(0)  = p(A) -1 [If a[[]. (5.3.5) 
I t  follows then from (3.2.1) that 
f~ tr(GZ(f) * Ga(f)) p(A) dA = fA [[fa [[~ dA = f If(g)[ 2 dg. (5.3.6) 
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Summarizing, we have 
THEOREM 5.2. Let m be the (Borel) measure on A defined by m(cl~) = p(Z) cl~, 
where p is defined by (4.1.1); let ( Ga)~sA be the Schr6dinger representations described 
in Proposition 4.2. Then with F defined as in (5.3.2), the resulting system is a 
concrete realization of Fourier analysis on 9l. 
6. SOME OTHER REALIZATIONS OF HARMONIC ANALYSIS ON 
6.1. From (iv) of Theorem 5.1 one sees immediately that K ~-~ K X (¢,a @ ~a) 
defines a projection onto a minimal invariant subspace ofL2(Ea × Ea, va @ v~) 
under the representation G a @I; here the @a's are the orthonormal basis 
considered in the last section, and the "x" is multiplication of Hilbert-Schmidt 
kernels: (/£i × K~)(~, ~-) = f~ K~(~, ~) K~(% z) %(do O. Since ~f(K~ × K~) = 
(2/FK~)(~f'K~), from Theorem 5.1 and well known results we get 
PROPOSITION 6.1. The operators E,~: g ~ g • h * w,;a are mutually orthogonal 
projections in L2(V); here w~; a =-W~a(¢~ ®¢~.~). Their ranges are minimal 
invariant subspaces for La; the subrepresentation f L a in Range E, a is unitarily 
equivalent o G ~, and L2(V) = ~2, @ Range E, ~. Similarly, F~a: g ~-~ w,.a * ~ * g 
defines a decomposition of R a on Lz(V), and R ~ restricted to Range F, ~ is unitarily 
equivalent to G< 
The only observation worth making is that (¢1 Q¢1)X (¢z @q~2)---- 
@2 I~1)(61 @~2); therefore, (¢~a @¢~a),,~ form an orthonormal basis for 
L2(Ea × Ea, % @ va). The rest follows from Theorem 5.1. 
We shall compute the functions w~;a presently in Proposition 6.2. To begin 
with, let's investigate wma (v is the n-tuple of zeros). Then ¢0(~)= 
2"/4 exp(--Tre2). If 4; eL2(Ea, va) is nice, we have by Theorem 5.1 that 
W;~(¢ ® ¢o)(~ + A~) 
= p(~)l/2 fEA (¢ ® ~0)(fi + ~ '~ -- ~)exp(27rifi" ~)va(dfi) 
p(A) 1/2 exp(--~ri~: • 7/) f~ ¢0(~ -- ~) ¢(e) exp(27r(e •7/) va(da), 
upon replacing/3 by ~ -- if/2. If we combine terms in all the exponentials, we 
see that 
1~ ,~g~ ~(~-¢y ,  
= ~+ A~. 
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Thus, 
"IT 
W~-I(¢ @ ~0)(~)= P(A) 1/2 exp (-- ~-]~ 12) exp (2  ~)2n/4 
× lea exp(--~r(~ -- a) 2) ¢(~) va(&r). (6.1.1) 
If we let ¢ = ¢o in the above, the above reduces to 
P(A)I/2 exp ( -~ l~ 12) 2n/2 f~a exp (--2~ (or -  ~) 2) va(&r) 
__  p(A)l/2exp(__~_l~[2 ) ~e exp(__lr(~. ~ 2 
The integral above reduces to the one variable case immediately, and upon 
noting that it defines an entire function of ~, it suffices to compute it for real ~. 
But in that case the integral becomes [_+~ e -~ d~ = 1. Thus, 
q'r Wo.a(~ ) : p(A) 1/2 exp (-- ~-1~ [2) 
:p(A)l/2exp(--2Ba(Ja~,~) ). 
(6.1.2) 
Now the map ¢ ~-~ ¢ @ ¢oa is an isometry of L~(Ea, va) into L~(Ea × E~, 
% @ %); if we follow this map by the inverse Weyl transform, we get a unitary 
map V ~ from L2(E~, %) onto Range Eo~ CL2(V). V ~ is the map we called the 
Bargmann transform in our announcement of results [16] Explicitly, from 
(6.1.1) and (6.1.2), we have 
V~¢(~) = 2~/4wo~(~)exp (2  ~2) f~a exp(--~r(~- a) 2) ¢(a)v~(da). (6.1.3) 
This integral transform is very closely associated with one defined by 
V. Bargmann in [2]; all of the relevant properties of the transformation follow 
from results in that paper. He defines an operation A~ (Section 2, p. 198) 
therein which is related to our transform by 
1 
- -  v~¢(~)  = A 01 /c , .> , j ,¢ (#1/20 ,  
W0A 
where for a =/: 0 in R, D~ is the unitary dilation operator defined on L2(Ea, va) 
by D~¢(~) = I a 1~/2 (a~). 
Let f(]a) be the space of all C ° functions F on V which are holomorphic 
throughout V with reSpeCt to the complex structure Ja ; i.e., (dF(~), ]~co) = 
i<dF(~), w> (Cauchy-Riemann equations) and such that wo~F EL2(V). 
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f(ja) is a complete Hilbert space when given the inner product 
(F ] G) (woaF [ woaG ) = f F(~) G(O exp(---rr I ID(v~ A 73h) (d~) • 
g 
In our terminology, we have, upon combining these results, 
P~oI'OSlXlOy 6.2. The Bargmann transform V ~ is a unitary injection of 
L2(E~ , va) hzto Lz(V) whose range is Range Eo a, and Range Eo a is all f e L~(V) such 
that (1/wo~)f is holomorphic with respect o :the complex structure Ja. The map 
¢ ~, (1/w0a) V~¢ is a unitary mapfromL2(Ea, %) ontof(]a ). 
For completeness, we write down the inverse map, as shown in [2, p. 202]: 
[+  val-lF(°')= 2-'~m)e-"'=~ fe, exp (2 (or- Jar/)2)F(o " + Jar/)va(dr/)(6.1.4) 
for F cf(J~) suitably restricted. We remark that one way to obtain these results 
is to let ~ = ~ + J~,  expand out (6.1.3), and note that 
= 2~/~e~/'~l~l~((Lb, ) - ¢)0(r/), (6.1.5) 
where y is the Gaussian ~,(a) = exp(--.vz), Ley(a ) = 7,(a -- ~), and ¢ is the 
inverse Euclidean Fourier transform 
¢(r/) = lea ¢(~) exp(2~rir/ •~) va(dcr ).
Now from properties of the Weyl transform, specifically Theorem 5.1(iv), 
we see that 
[VaGXx, 0¢](,.o) = LXx, 0(F~¢)(,.o) 
= exp(--2~d(A, x>) exp(--TriB~(~, co)) Va¢(o) -- ~) 
= exp(--27ri@, x)) exp(Tri Im w'  ~) w0a(co -- ~) 
Now w0~(w -- ~) = p(A) -1/2 Woa(OJ) w0~(~) exp(~r Re oJ • ~); hence, 
[-~j- v~] (c,~(x, 0¢)('-") 
= exp(--2~d@, x))exp (-- 21~ 12) exp(Tr~o- ~)[w@~ va i l  (oJ -- ~). 
(6.1.6) 
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Thus, the unitary operator (1/w0a) V a from L2(E~, %) transfers G a over to f(J~,) 
in the above manner. The resulting representation is called the Fock repre- 
sentation of 9l ([3, p, 380]). 
Using the results of [2, p. 201], we find that 
[ I _  Va ] (~b~)= Mva, (6.1.7) 
where (~bv,~) is the Hermite orthonormal basis described in (5.3.1), and 
,n-lvl/2 
M,a(Z;)- 0,!)1/~ 'Z 
n 
where we adopt the usual conventions: [ v I = E "i, "! --- 1-I .i!, g' = 1-I*=1 C~ *- 
Here we differ slightly from the notation in our announcement [16], where M~ 
in that paper equalled w0a • Mva - 
The orthonormal expansion o fF  ~f(Ja), 
iT lv[ /2  
F(C) = F, (F I  M,~) M~(~) = ~ ~ ( f  I M.~)C ~, 
v 
not only converges in the Hilbert space norm, but also uniformly on compacta 
in V, and it is also the Taylor series expansion of the entire function F relative 
to the complex basis el(;t),..., e~(A) for VJ,~. Thus, 
O,F(0) = (v!) ~/z ~l,,r/'~(F ] M,,a), (6.1.8) 
where ~ is the partial derivative operator 
Thus, evaluation at a point is a continuous linear functional, and the Bargmann 
kernel for the space f(Ja) is given by 
M.a(C) Mva(~o) = exp(~rC -,5) (6.1.9) 
p 
(see [3, footnote p. 382]). 
6.2. We shall now use these results to compute the functions w,;a which give 
the projections onto minimal invariant subspaces mentioned in Proposition 6.2: 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let tz, v be n-tuples of nonnegative integers, and ~D,, 4s~ the 
Hermite functions of (5.3.1). Then 
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where Wo~(~ ) = p(;~)1/2 exp(--(~r/2) [ ~ p). In particular, when I* = v, 
w~,~;~(~:) = w~;~(~) = o(~) ~ I~I l,~(~- I ~:J P), 
j= l  
where 1~ is the normalized Laguerre function l~(t )= l/m! exp(--(t/2))Lm(t), 
L~( t ) = e*( d'~/ dP  )( t~e-t). Furthermore, 
(ii) (w,.,;~),.~ forms an orthonormal basis for L~(V). 
(iii) The map g--->g, A * w,.,;~ is a partial isometry with initial domain 
Range E,  a and final domain Range E~ ~, and it is an intertwining operator for L a 
(see Proposition 6.1). Similarly, for the map g --~ w,.~;a * , I ,  g in relation to F,  ~, 
F, a, and R ~. 
Proof. Let ~r a denote the representation f 9l acting on the Foek spacef(Ja) 
which is unitarily equivalent to G ~ via the unitary equivalence (1/w0a) V ~. Then 
using (vii) of Theorem 5.1 and (6.1.7), we have 
W~-~(4,, ® ~)(~) = p(;~)~/~ tr(Ga(0, ~)* Jg($, ® ~)) 
= p(~t) ~/~ tr((d4P(Oa(0, --~)4,) @ ~) 
-- ~(~)~/~{~(0, -0  M. IMp) 
= (, t 
This last step follows from (6.1.8). Now by (6.1.6), 
7r 
~a(0, --~) M,(~o) = exp (-- ~- I~  12) exp(--~rw- ~) M,(w + ~) 
Tr 
= (zH"t/2(/x!) 1/2) exp (-- ~- [~ p) exp(--~co. ~)(w + ~)". 
To compute the mixed partial derivative ~ of this, let F(o~) = exp(--rroJ • ~), 
G(co) = (~o + ~)". By the Leibnitz product rule, 
Now a~G(0) = (2) M ~"-~, if K ~/x, and zero otherwise. On the other hand, 
O~_~F(0) = (--,r[)~-~; hence, 
o~<,~<min(.,v) 
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Now 
since K ~< v. We can collect the exponents of the expressions involving 7r in the 
formula for w,.~; a as 
2 2 --  2 2 + 2 2 " 
Then we collect the terms in the formula and recall the definition of Won in 
(6.2.2); the desired formula follows. 
Now if we specialize to ~ = v, notice that the expression for w~,,;a = w,; a 
can be summed in each index Kj, 1 ~< j ~< n, separately, and we get 
qr vj 
7T 
= p(~)i/~ ~ [exp ( - -  ~- I~ J  I z)/vj] L,j(,r [~, 12) (see [4, p. 93]). 
J=l  
Statement (i) follows immediately from Theorem 5.1(vi), and the observation 
that 
and the fact that the ¢/s  form an orthonormal basis for L~(Ea, %). This last 
remark implies that (¢, @ Cv),,~ form an orthonormal basis for L2(Ea × Ea, 
% @ %), and since Cv is real valued, statement (ii) follows from the fact that 
the Weyl transform is a unitary equivalence. Statement (iii) follows from 
statement (i) and Proposition 6.1, together with the observation that 
(La(x, ~) f )  • A • g --La(x, ~)(f , h , g). 
Remarks. (1) Note that the computation of the formula for w~; a is an 
interesting exercise in the use of group theory to evaluate integrals. 
(2) Statement (iii) and Proposition 6.1 imply thatL2(V) = ~v @ Range E, ~ 
is a decomposition of L2(V), considered as a Hilbert algebra under the skew 
convolution multiplication, into minimal eft ideals, andL2(V) = Y', @ RangeF, a
into minimal right ideals. 
6.3. We have seen in Proposition 6.1 thatL a,°, the representationL a restricted 
to Range E0 a, is irreducible; by Proposition 6.2 it is unitarily equivalent o G a 
via the Bargmann transform. This suggests that we can base a version of Fourier 
analysis on 91 on the representations L a,°. 
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First, we comment hat (Eoa)a~ is a measurable family of projections, if 
(Ja)ae~ is a family of complex structures on V ~ satisfying (4,1.2), whether 
constructed via the basis e(a) or not. This is true since 
Eo~g(~) = (g .  ?t, w0a)(~) = p(A) 1/2 Jvg(~ -- co) Woz(co ) exp(--rdBa(~, o))) da~ 
io(A) fvg(~-  w)exp (-- 2 [Ba(Jaco, co)q- 2iBa(~, oJ)])dco, 
and under the hypotheses on Ja, the right-hand side is clearly a measurable 
function jointly in A and ~. From what we computed above, 
V*Ga(I) V ~-* = La.°(f) (6.3.1) 
and since V a is unitary, we have 
tr(La,O(f), La.o(f)) ~_ t r (Ga( f ) ,  G~(f)) = e(~)-i lira ]l~ 
by (5.3.5). 
It follows that the family of representations (La.°)a~A , L ~,° acting on 
Range Eoh = {f~L2(V):f/Woa is holomorphic on V with respect o Ja}, yields 
a concrete realization of harmonic analysis on ~R. 
We compute the Fourier transform in this realization more explicitly: For 
f cL  1 6~ L~(?R) and gl , g2 E L2(V), we have 
= a fvfa(~)La(0, ~) d~, 
SO 
But 
(La(f)gt I gz) = f fa(~)(La( O, ~)g~ I g2) d~ 
V 
= fJa(O(La(O, -¢)gz I g~) d~. 
(La(O, --~)gz I g~) =- fvLa( O, --~) g2(w) xl(co) do) 
= fv exp(rriBa(~, co)) g2(co q- ~) xl(m) dw 
=- fv exp(--~riB~(~, co))g~(~ -- co)g*(co) dco 
= p(;t)-~/2(& * 2~ * gl*)(~), by Theorem 5.1. 
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Therefore, 
(La( f )g l  [ gg) = p(,~)-~/e(fa I g~ * )t , g* ) 
= P(h)- i /~(f a * ~ * gl ] gz), 
the last step being valid in any Hilbert algebra. Thus, 
La(f)(g) = p(~)-l/gfa , h *g, feL  1 C~L~(gt), gsL~(V) .  (6.3.2) 
In particular, if g e Range E0 a, we have 
f(A)(g) = La.°(f)(g) = p(,~)-~/~ fa  , )t , g. (6.3.3) 
6.4. In this subsection we develop the version of Fourier analysis associated 
with the Fock representations. For ~ ff A, let Ja be constructed as at the end 
of Section 4.1 so that Ja depends nicely (real analytic) on )L Let f ( Ja  ) as before 
be all C ~ functions F on V which are holomorphic with respect to the 
complex structure Ja and such that Wo~.F~L2(V) ,  where w0A(~)= 
O(A)I/2 exp(--(~r/2) Ba(Ja~, ~)). The Fock representation is given by 
T~ 
U~(x, ~)F(oJ) = exp(--2zd(1, x)) exp ( - -  ~-1~ [2) exp(zrw. ~) F(o) --  ~), 
(6.4.1) 
~-~ = B~(L~, ~) + gB,(o~, ~). 
We define the relevant set /~ of measurable vector fields in 1-IaeAf(Ja) by 
saying a family (F~)a~.4 of vectors is measurable if and only if )t --+ Fa(oJ) is 
measurable for all ~o ~ V. We verify that T' satisfies the conditions of Dixmier 
[6, p. 344, A69]. 
(i) It is surely a linear space of functions, and note that it contains 
(E~o,,t),~sA, where E~o,~(o~) = Ea(w, co') = exp(~rw -o5') is the reproducing kernel. 
(ii) Let D be any countable dense subset of V, and let ¢ equal the set 
of all functions ¢ from D to the complex numbers which have rational real 
and imaginary parts, and ¢ has finite support. Then ¢ is countable, and if 
G6~ - -  ~-,~'~D ¢(C0') Eo,'a, then clearly {Goa}~, is dense in f(J~), and for each 4, 
(G¢,A)a~A is in /'. 
(iii) The map A ~ ]l Fa I[ 2 -= fv l Fa(m)l ~ wo;a(°~) &o is measurable if 
(Fa)a~ A e 1"; this is seen most directly by using Riemann sums to evaluate the 
integral (the integrand is continuous) and noting that Wo;a(oJ ) is a nice function 
of ;~. 
(iv) If (Fa)a~A is a family of vectors such that ~ ~-~ (F  a I Ga) is measurable 
for all G ~ 1", thenF ~ F; we take G~ = Eo~, a , all m' ~ V, and use the reproducing 
property. 
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Thus F is a measurable family of vector fields and it is clear from the definition 
of F and (6.4.1) that for each (x, ~) e 91, (Ua(x, [))a~a is a measurable family 
of operators. So we have the foundations of a version of Fourier analysis for 9l. 
The fact that f(Ja) has a reproducing kernel implies that to each bounded 
linear operator L on f(Ja) there is associated a unique kernel KL such that 
LF(oJ)=fvKL(co,~')F(~o')Wo;a(oJ)doY, F~f ( ]a ) ;  KL can be defined by 
KL(O,, o)')= (LEao;)(w). Further details on this can be found in Bargmann's 
paper [2, p. 194]. One can show that i fL  is of trace class, then 
tr(L) = fv KL(w, co) w0~;a(oJ) aoJ. (6.4.2) 
For example, the kernel associated with the operator Ua(x, ~) is given by 
~T x>) exp (-- i) exp(   "05') exp( (  - -- ¢' 
If we define the Fourier transform of f EL 1 nL2(91) by f (A )~-  
.[~tf(x, ~) Ua(x, ~) d(x, ~), the associated kernel K~(~) is given by 
"W 
co') = exp(~rto "~') I, fa(~)exp(w[oJ. ~-- ~' 05'])exp ( - -  -~-[~ 1 ~) d;~, 
• - v 
(6.4.3) 
as can be easily verified. Thus we can realize the Fourier transform of f as a 
family of kernels, parametrized by A. Suppose now fe  C~o(9~); then f(;~) is of 
trace class, and we see 
KBa,(oJ , co) = exp(~ ]oJ [~) fa(~) exp(2~r/Ba(m, ~)) exp (--  ~- I~  I ~) d~ 
so that 
KBa,(~o , co)w~;a(co) = p(A) fvfa(~)exp(27riBa(oJ, ~))exp ( - -  21~ ]~) d~. 
If we use Ba to identify the dual of V as a real vector space with V itself, 
we recognize the above as essentially the abelian Fourier transform of 
p(A)-~/~f a • w0; a . If we integrate the above expression with respect o ~o, Fourier 
inversion implies that the integral is p(A) -~ times the value of the function at 0, 
i.e., 
trf(A) = p(A)-~f~(O), (6.4.4) 
which is, of course, consistent with (5.3.4). For future reference, we note that 
the family Mo = (M0a)~ is in /', where Moa(~o ) ~ 1. Therefore if Pa is the 
orthogonal projection onto the one-dimensional space spanned by M0a, we 
have 
P~Fa(~o) = (Fa [ Moa) Moa(~ ) = Fa(0), (6.4.5) 
and (P~)~A is a measurable family of operators. 
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7. CREATION, ANNIHILATION, AND THE VACUUM 
1. Recall the Fock representation of 91 associated with A cA, given by 
(6.4.1) on the Hilbert space f(Ja). In this section we consider only A cA + so 
that Ja = J and the Hermitian form H a is positive definite. The constant function 
M0a ~ 1 is surely in f ( Ja)  and if we let U a = ((1/W0a) Va) G~((1/Woa) Va) -1 
denote the Fock representation, we have by (6.1.6) 
q-g 
Ua(x, ~) Moa(~o) = exp(--2~ri(,~, x)) exp (-- ~-I  ~ 12) exp(~rco- ~). 
If we define the positive definite function ~a on Tt by 
#(x ,  ~) = (Ua(x, ~) Moa ]Moa) 
we easily see, using (6.1.9), that 
~a(x, ~) = exp(--2,ri(A, x)) exp (--  -~-I~ ]3) 
7r  
: :  exp(--2rd(A, x)) exp (--  ~- Ba(J~, ~)),  h c A +. 
(7.1.1) 
In quantum mechanical pplications, the one dimensional subspace spanned 
by Moa is called the vacuum state. By analogy, if ~r is a unitary representation 
of 9l which is unitarily equivalent to U a (and hence Ga), we can define a vacuum 
state to be a one dimensional subspace ~ of the representation space ~(~r) 
such that 
qg(x, ~) -= @(x, ~) g?o [ f2o) for any normalized g2 o c q/" 
Since ~r is irreducible, it follows that the vacuum state is unique; this is the 
content of the following 
LEMMA 7.1. Let 7r be an irreducible unitary representation of a group G, and 
let ~2o , ~2' o E H(cr) be such that II Do I] = II X2o [[ = 1 and (zr(g) X2 o [ X2o) = O(g) = 
(~r(g) g?£ ] £2o) for all g c G. Then £2 o =- d2 o where [ c [ - -  1. 
Proof. Following Naimark [15, p. 392] let £¢ be the vector space of complex 
valued functions on G with finite support, equipped with the positive semi- 
definite Hermitian form 
__m 
(x, y) = ~ x(g) y(h) 4(h-lg). 
g,h~G 
This form is preserved by left translations, and upon completing the factor 
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space .W/~,  where ~ is the space of functions Z with (Z, Z) = 0, we get a 
unitary representation of G which is equivalent to 7r. In fact, the map 
v: x~ Z x(g) ~(g)S?o 
9eG 
sets up a unitary equivalence with ~r. But so does the map 
V': x -+ ~ x(g)~(g)D'o, 
geG 
so V'V -1 is a unitary intertwining operator for 7r. By Schur's lemma, it must 
be of the form c /where  I cl = 1. Since this map obviously takes ~o to g?0, 
we are done. 
Thus the vacuum state for a unitary representation ~requivalent to some G a 
is uniquely characterized. The vacuum state plays an important role in the 
H ~ theory of Siegel domains of type I I ,  as we shall see. 
2. Following Cartier [3], we give another characterization of the vacuum 
state in terms of creation and annihilation operators. 
Let 7r as before be a unitary representation of 9l equivalent o some G ~. 
Let ~r~ denote the derived representation f ,r acting on the space of differentiable 
ivectors in ~(~r), denoted by d4t'=(Tr) (see [22], p. 252). Recall that as a manifold 
we identify the Lie algebra n of 9l with 91 itself (exponential map is the identity). 
For ~ ~ V we define the associated creation operator C¢ a and annihilation operator 
A~a, acting as unbounded operators on ~(~r) with domain Y~(~r), by the 
i 
equations 
1 
c?  - 2(~.)1/~ (~(o ,  C) + i.,-,-,~(o, JO), 
(7.2.1) 
1 
A? - 2(.,.,.)~/~ ( -~(0 ,  ~) + i~(0 ,  JC)). 
For completeness we state the basic properties of these operators as 
PROPOSITION 7.2. (1) The maps 
V ~ operators on ~(~r) 
are respectively complex linear and conjugate linear with respect to the complex 
structure J. 
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(2) The following commutation relations hold: 
[C~ n, C~,] c_ O, 
[A/, ~4~,] c o, 
A n [ ~, c~,] _c Hn(t, 0 ' ,  
where Hn(~, ~') = 4(4, ~(~, ~')). 
(3) C~a C A~* and A~ n C_ C a*, where "*"  denotes operator adjoint. 
Proof. (1) follows from the real linearity of the derived representation ~-oo 
restricted to the Lie algebra and then noticing for A n that if we replace ~ by J~ 
the effect is the same as multiplying both sides of the definition by i. 
To prove the third relation in (2), recall that the Lie product in rt is given 
by [(x, ~), (x', ~')] = (B(~, ~'), 0), where B(~, ~') = 4 Im ~(~, ~'), and that J 
leaves the skew-symmetric vector-valued form B invariant. Also, recall *r is 
equivalent o G ~, so ~r~o(x, 0) is easily seen to be --2~ri@, x} L Finally, since 
~r~ is a representation f the Lie algebra n, we have 
1 
[Ac a, C~,] ----- ~-  (--~r~(B(~, ~'), 0) -- ¢r~(B(J~, J~'), o)) 
i 
÷ ~ (~(B(J~, ~'), O) -- 7r®(B(~, J~'), o)) 
1 (--2~iBa(~, ~')I) + ~ (--2rdBn(J~, ~')I) C-~j  
= (Ba(J~, ~') ÷ iBa(~, ~'))I 
. = Ha(~,  ~') I .  
The other commutation relations are proven by similar computations. 
(3) follows immediately from the fact that for any two differentiable vectors 
q') and W and X~n we have (Try(X) q~ [ W) = - - (~ [ Ir~(X) W), since 7r is a 
unitary representation. 
Returning to the Fock representation, we see that by definition of the repre- 
sentation U~o a on the Lie algebra ([22], p. 254), we have for F ~f~(L),  after a 
little eomputation, that 
[u~(0, t)F](~) = --(dV(~), t) + ,~t&(o~, t)F(~), o~ e V, 
where dF(o)) is the differential of F at co in the sense of calculus. Now since 
Ja = J for A c A + and dF(w) is therefore complex linear with respect to J 
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(Cauchy-Riemann equations!), we see that in the Fock representation the 
creation and annihilation operators assume the form 
[C:aF](~) = ~/~Ha((o, ~) F(oJ) 
1 
[A~aF](w) = ~ <dE(co), ~), V ef~(J~), A e A +, m e V. 
(7.2.2) 
More concretely, if e = q .... , % is a basis for V as in (4.1.2), these formulas 
reduce to 
C2F(,~) = ~' /~.F(o 0 
A~F(~) = 1 
Now the vacuum state M0a is surely a differentiable vector for U a since 
7T 
Ua(x, ~) iV/0a(~o ) = exp(--27ri<A, x) exp ( - -  ~- I~  I u) exp0rc"" ~), 
and so for any F ef(Ja), we have by virture of the reproducing properties of 
the Bergmann kernel (6.1.9) that 
9T 
<ua(~, g)Moa IF> = exp(-2m'<A, x)) exp (-- T Ha(g, Zj)) F(,~), 
so the function (x, ~)--+ <Ua(x, ~)M0a IF)  is real analytic (so surely C~!) for 
all F @f(Ja). Now M0a ~ 1 on V, so by (7.2.2) A~aMoa = 0 for all ~ e V, and 
for any n-tuple v of nonnegative integers, by (7.2.2) and (7.1.7) 
Cain1 .. .  (OA%),nMoa = 1.rlvl/2 v = ,1/2! MvA(~)"  
Thus the vacuum state, being next to nothing, is annihilatedlby everything, 
and out of the vacuum everything else is made! Of course this is the motivation 
for the terminology of this section, taken from the quantum theory of free 
boson fields. 
Thus the vacuum belongs to the kernel of each operator A¢ a and therefore 
to the kernel of each operator C~*. Conversely, suppose ~ eF(Ja) is such that 
C~*g? = 0 for all ~ e V. Then for each v v ~ 0, 
1 ... c [OMo ) = . . . .  
=0.  
Since the M,a's form an orthonormal basis for f(Ja), this means D. must be a 
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scalar multiple of M0a. This argument essentially proves the characterization 
of the vacuum state given in the following 
PROPOSITION 7.3. I rA e A* and zr is a unitary representation equivalent to G ~, 
then vacuum state of ~r = (]~v Kernel (C~a) *. 
We remark that one can prove this proposition directly from the definition 
of the creation operators and the vacuum state in terms of the positive definite 
function which specifies it, without the machinery of the Fock representation. 
8. APPLICATIONS TO FUNCTION THEORY ON SIEGEL DOMAINS OF TYPE I I  
8.1. The space H ~ on a Siegel domain of type l I. This section gives more 
information about Siegel domains, and lists the facts needed from the theory 
of H ~ spaces. Let 
D =( (z ,~)eW× V: Imz- -O(¢ ,~)~Cl [2}  
be the Sigel domain of type I I  determined in W X V by the regular cone £2 C U 
and the ~2-positive Hermitian map q~: V x V--~ W, and let 
B =-{(z ,~)~Wx V: Imz- -q ) (~,~)=0} 
be its distinguished boundary. We know that 9t acts on D, and B according to 
(2.3.1). Let ( z ,$ )EB ,  then z=x+i (~(~,O with xcU.  The point (0,0) 
belongs to B. Now consider the element (x, ~) of 9l: by (2.3.4) we find that 
(x, ~) - (0, 0) = (z, ~), i.e., the action of 9l on B is transitive (it is not on D). 
One verifies just as simply that whenever (a, ~)- (z ,  ~)= (z, ~) for some 
(a, ~) 6 Tt and some (z, ~) c B, then (a, =) = (0, 0) = identity of ~R. Hence, 
the action of 9l on B is simply transitive; and B can be identified with 91: The 
map 9l ~ (x, ~) ~ (x ~- i~b(~, _~), ~) ~ B is a (real analytic) diffeomorphism of 
onto B. This shows in particular that B is simply connected. The map 
T: (x, $) ~ (x -~ i~(~, $), $) allows to transfer the topology and measure theory 
of Tt to B. In particular, one can define a measure d/3 on B as follows: Let 
F be, say, continuous and of compact support on B. Then 
fBF d~ = f_~ F(x + i¢(¢, 0, ¢) d(x, ¢) 
= fu×vF(x + i4(~, 0, 0 dx de. 
(8.1.1) 
The measure/9 is clearly left invariant relative to the action of Tt. In this section 
we shall usually consider B as identified with 9l in the above fashion. We now 
introduce some notation which will be useful in the sequel. Let F be a function 
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whose domain includes D, and let t E ~2, then we define for (z, ~) belonging 
to the domain o fF  translated by -- it the function Ft byF,(z,  ~) = F(z + it, ~). 
Note that the domain of F, includes B, so that the restriction F, [~ of Ft to B 
makes sense. By abuse of notation we frequently write Ft instead ofFt  ]B • 
We now introduce a Siegel domain associated with D which to some extent 
plays the role of the lower half-plane in the one variable theory. Introduce new 
complex structures on W × V and V by defining i . ( z ,  ~)= (iz,-- i~) and 
i • ~ = --i~. Denote these spaces by (W × V)*, V* and note that (W × V)* = 
W × V*. Define a Hermitian map q~*: V*× V*--~ W by q~*(~, ~o)= 
q~(~, ~o) = qs(o), ~). Note that q~*(~, ~) ~ ¢(~, ~), and that therefore 4"  is 
Y2-positive and 
D* ----- {(z, ¢) ~ (W x V)*: rm ~ -- ~*(5  ¢) e Cl n} 
is a Siegel domain of type II. The domain D* coincides with D as a set, but 
has a different complex structure. The map ~: (z, ~) ~-~ (--g, --~) is an involution 
of the set D ~ D* and maps D antiholomorphically onto D*, and vice versa. I f  
F is a holomorphic function on D (D*), thenF* defined as F*(z, ~) ~ F o a(z, ~) 
is holomorphie on D* (D). The distinguished boundary of D* coincides with B. 
The group ~ acts on (V × W)* by affine holomorphic (relative to the new 
complex structure) automorphisms as follows. 
(z, ~) - (a, ~) = (z ~- a @ 2 i '  q~*(~, a) -~ i¢*(a, a), ~ @ a) (8.1.2) 
where (a, ~) ~ gt and (z, ~) ~ (W X V)*. This action preserves D* and B, and 
as our notation indicates, is a right action. This can be verified by direct calcula- 
tion, but it is more productive of insight to verify that 
(~, ¢).(a,  ~) =o( (a ,  ~)-1.~(~, ~)). (8.1.3) 
Let us now restrict the actions (2.3.1) and (8.1.2) to B, and let us denote them 
temporarily by L~ and R~, n being an element of 9l. Denote left and right 
multiplication by u in 9l by An and p~ ; recall that T is the map (x, ~) 
(x -~ i¢(~, ~), ~). Then the following diagrams commute 
;t N P n 79l gt ,9 I  
B Ln  Rn  ,B  B - ,B .  (8.1.4) 
With this notation (8.1.3) becomes R~ = ~L~_lcr. Also note the following: I f  
I: 9l---* 9l is the anti-isomorphism n n -1, then ~ IB = TIT-1. Note finally 
that the measure dfl defined by (8.1.1) is also invariant under the action (8.1.2) 
of 9l. 
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We now proceed to define the space Ha(D). The space Ha(D) is the set of 
functions F holomorphic in D and such that 
supf  [F~ 12 d/3 = sup f ]F~(x + i~(~, ~), ~)12 d(x, ~) 
(8.1.5) 
=supf  Z Ft(x+iq~(~,~),[)l 2dxd~< oo. 
tel2 JUX V 
One defines similarly the space Hv(D) for every p, 0 < p < oo. The space of 
bounded holomorphic functions will be denoted by H~(D). For proofs of basic 
facts about HZ(D), see [7, 8]. We now list these facts. From this point on we 
identify B and ~. 
(A) The square root of the expression in (8.1.5) is a norm ][ Ilu~ on H2(D), 
and makes this space into a Hilbert space. 
(B) The functionF~ I~ for t ~ 12 and t --+ 0 converges to an element BF of 
L2(B) in the norm of L~(B), and almost everywhere on ~R. The map F ~-~ BF is 
an isometric injection of H2(D) into La(91) and hence 
IIFII~(o) ]1 BF a f~ = II~(JJ) = ] BF(x, ~)1 zd(x, ~). 
The inner product of two elements F and G of Ha(D) is 
(F  I G) = ~_~ BE(x, ~) BG(x, ~) d(x, ~). 
The image of Ha(D) under the injection F ~ BF is a closed subspace Ha(91, 12) -~ 
H~(Sa) of L~(gt). 
(C) A theorem of Paley-Wiener type, due to S. G. Gindikin [7], holds 
for Ha(D). We shall state it in the form most convenient for use in this paper. 
(The formulation given here--insofar as it differs from it--can be easily' derived 
from the one given in [9].) For every F~ H2(D) there exists a function 
6: 12' × V-+ C with the following properties: 
(i) 6 is measurable on 12' × If, for every ~ ~ V, ¢(-, ~) is measurable 
on O', and for almost every A ~ $2' ~(A,-) is a holomorphic entire function 
on V, and 
fn e-a~<~.,~¢,¢)> ] (A, ~)[a dA d~ < oo. (8.1.6) '×lr 
(ii) For every t ~ f2 and ~ ~ V the function h ~ exp(2~ri(A, x + it + 
i#(~, ~))} ¢(A, ~) is integrable on 12', and 
(iii) For every (z, ~) ~ D 
F(z, ~) = f ,  ea'~'<a.~>¢(A, ~) da. (8.1.7) 
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(iv) The function ~ is uniquely determined by F in the following sense: 
If ¢: Y2' × V-+ C also satisfies (i), (ii), (iii), then ¢ equals q~ almost everywhere 
on ~9' × V. 
(v) Conversely, given ~: f2' × V---> C which satisfies (i), then it also 
satisfies (ii), and the integral (8.1.6) represents an element of H2(D). If ¢ is 
another function of the kind just specified, and ¢ ~ ¢ a.e. on £2' × If, then the 
corresponding integrals (8.1.6) are equal for all (z, ~) ~ D. Finally, 
f~ [ BF 12 d(x, ~) = fs~'×v e-~<~'¢("¢)> I¢(A' ~)lz dA d~. (8.1.8) 
(D) The space H2(D) has a reproducing kernel, i.e., for every (z, ~) ~ D 
there exists an element S(~.0 of H2(D) such that F(z, ?~) = (F I S(z.c)) for every 
F ~ H2(D). 
(E) We now begin to discuss the connections between 91 and H2(D) (so 
far 91 was just a different name for B). Let us note first that H2(D) is invariant 
under the action (2.3.1) of 91, and that H2(91) is invariant under left translations 
by elements of 91. 
It is easily shown [11] that the reproducing formula F(z, ~)= (FIS(~.O) 
can be rewritten as a convolution 
F(z, ~) = (F [ S(~x)  = ((BF) , Kt)(x, ~) 
where z = x + it ',- i¢(~, ~), t e ~2, ~ e V, and 
(8.1.9) 
K~(a, ~) = f~, e2~<a,~+~t+~(~,~)>O(A ) dA. (8.1.10) 
The kernel Kt belongs to H2(91) for every t ~ D and is called the Cauchy or 
Szeg6 kernel of H2(D). Let f E L2(91) the map C: L2(91) ~ H2(D) defined by 
(c f ) (z ,  = ( f  , K,)(x, 
= f f (u ,  K,((,, a(x, g), (8.1.11) 
(z = x + it + i¢(~, ~), te9)  
maps L2(91) isometrically onto H~(D), and we have 
CB = identity on H2(D) (8.1.12) 
BC = orthogonal projection of L2(91) onto H~(91). 
Let us note here that--using the notation of (8.1.4)--for n~,  FeH2(D) 
F~-~-F o ~_~ defines a unitary representation of 9l and that B intertwines this 
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representation with L n', the subrepresentation in H2(9~) of thc left regular 
representation f ~R. 
The space H2(D *) is defined exactly as H2(D), and the statements (A) to (D) 
hold for this space, too. The map F F* is an antilinear isometry of H2(D) 
onto H2(D *) (and vice versa), therefore, one has H2(D *) = H2(D) *. Note that 
for a function f whose domain is 9~(= B) f* (x ,  ~) =f((x,  ~)-~)(i.e., the * has 
the usual meaning it is given in representation theory). Using (8.1.7) one 
verifies that (BF)* - -BF* ,  hence, BH2(D *) = H2(9l) * The spaces H~(D *) 
and H~(~R) * are invariant under the action (8.1.2) of ~R and under right trans-  
lations of 9l respectively. Next we note that K* = K~ and, therefore, for 
F ~ H2(D *) Ft K*~(BF). In general, H~(~R) * bears the same relation to the 
right regular epresentation f ~R as  H2(~J~) does to the left regular epresentation. 
The following lemma contains a technical result which shall be useful on 
several occasions. This result is of independent interest and, therefore, we 
shall state and prove it in more generality than is needed here. The proof 
i n the general case is no more difficult than in the special case we shall use. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let 1 ~ p < oo and 1 <~ q <~ oo, then H p n H~ is dense in H v. 
If  the Siegel domain is a Hermitian symmetric space and q = 2, this result is 
implicit in N. J. Weiss' paper [24]. (See [10], page 619, where the connection 
with [24] is made explicit.) The case that concerns us here is p ~ 2, q --  1. 
Proof. Let E>0,0<a<l /2 ,  and le tA l ,a  2 ,..., An be a basis of U 'con-  
tained in ~ '  which is compatible with the fixed Haar measure on U'. Write 
zj = (aj ,  z) for z e W. If  we use these coordinates, we have that for y c ~2, 
yj > 0, and that q,j(~, ~) = <aj, ¢(~, ~)) is  a positive definite Hermitian form 
on V. It is clear now that 
Go( z, 0 = e-~X>l<~"°>~ = f ie  -'~'~ 
J=l 
is a holomorphic function on D and continuous on B. 
Let us now estimate G ~. Write z~ = pjei°s; then if Imz j  > 0, we have 
le-~J] :e  ~e°s~°~J ~e . . . .  J~, where c=cosaTr>cos~r /2 :0 .  Let now 
(z, {) e D u B with z -- x q- i(t + q~(~, ~)), where t c ~. By the above estimate, 
since t~ >~ 0 and Cj(~, ~) > 0, we have 
Since 0 < ~ < 1/2, by H61der's inequality for al l j  = 1, 2,..., m, we have 
~,(I ~J l ~ + % + ¢~(~:, 0)~), ~ - -  2--<c'-,). 
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Since 0 < cz < 1, we further have (tj + ~(~, ~))~/> ts ~ + ~j(~, ~)% for all 
j = 1, 2,..., m. Collecting these results, we get for (z, ~) ~ D t3 B 
I G~( z, 5)1 ~ f i  e-~C(l*,l~+~+*,(~.~)"), 
J=l 
C ~ CCcx . 
From this inequal ity we conclude that G~E H °~, and that ][ G ~ =n® = 
[[ G ~ ]B lit® ~< 1. We shall now show that G ~ e Hq for all 0 < q. In fact, 
fU×V[ ere(x, ~)[q dx d~ = (~I=le-qec~ff fRe-qec'xJ'a:dxj) fve q~c~m=ld~J(¢'~)~d~, 
and since ~j(~, ~), j = 1, 2,..., m is positive definite, all the integrals on the 
r ight converge, and we have 
II G" I~ []L~ <~ K,e -°cr~r:~t" <~ K, .  
We now prove the lemma if p > q. Let  F E H p, then for t E £2 by H61der's 
inequal ity with exponents r = p/ (p  --  q) and r' = p/q, we get 
Yuxv [ Gt (x, 0 F~(x, 01 ~ dx d~ ~ II G? IIL~ II Ft 11~, <~ K, II F I[~. 
This  shows that GET' ~ H q. Since G ~ ~ 1 boundedly  as e ~ 0, it follows that 
G~F ~ F in H"  if E ~ 0. 
Let  us remark here that the special case of the lemma needed in this paper  
is the result we just  proved w i thp  = 2, q = 1. The  reader who wants to proceed 
directly with the main argument of the paper can omit the rest of Section 8.1. 
To  prove the lemma in the case p < q, we argue as follows. Let  t ~ ~2, then 
for F~ H ~, F t  - -~F in H ~. Therefore,  it suffices to prove that F t  E Hq because 
then G~Ft ~ Hq since G ~ is bounded,  and we know that G~F~ ~ H ~ and that 
GEFt---~Ft in H* as E--*0. Now let Pt(/x, oJ) be the Poisson integral of D [8]. 
Th is  kernel belongs to L 1 c3 L~(91) and 
fv  Pt((tz' aO-l(x' 5)) F(t~, w) dt~ doJ. Ft(x, ~) = (F * Pt)(x, 5) = x v 
Therefore,  by H61der's inequality it follows that Ft  is bounded on B. Since it 
is also in Lv(!R) and p < q, Ft  also belongs to L~(91). Now let s ~ f2, then F t 
being holomorphic 
Ft+,(x, 5) = (F~)~ (x, ~) = (et * P,)(x, 5) 
and 
!](Ft)s]]~ <~ lift l]~ because [] P~/IL~ = 1. 
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This shows that (F,)~ belongs to Lq uniformly in s, i.e., that F, E H~. This 
concludes the proof of the lemma. 
8.2. In this section we first characterize H2(91) in terms of the Fourier 
transform of the group fit, i.e., we determine those irreducible representations 
of fit which occur in L Ha. Next, given a concrete realization of the Fourier 
analysis of 9l, we find by Fourier inversion a general representation formula 
for He-functions. This formula (8.2.9) is the exact analog of the representation 
formulas of Paley-Wiener and Bochner. Finally, we show that Gindikin's 
formula (8.1.7) and the formula of Korfinyi-Stein [9] are instances of (8.2.9). 
Call the convolution operator f~-~f ,  K~, Eo~, so that E0, the orthogonal 
projection of L2(fit) onto H2(fit), is the strong limit of Eo~ as t--~ 0 in D. Let 
jr be a C ~ function with compact support so that we can interchange orders of 
integration and apply the Fourier inversion formula with impunity in what 
follows. 
I f  we write out K,((u, ~)-1 (x, ~)), we obtain after some reorganization 
exp(2~(h, x)) exp(--2rr/(h, u)) exp(--rdBa(co , ~)) exp(--2rr<A, t)) 
X exp ( - -  T Ba(Ja(~ --  col, ~ - -  o0) p(a) da. 
I f  we now multiply by f(u, o J) and integrate over 91, we find after interchanging 
the order of integration 
fa, p(A)a/e (fv (fu f(u' oJ) exp(--21ri()L, u)) du) exp(--TriBa(co , ~))w~(~ - w)doJ) 
× exp(2~-i(h, x + it)) dA, 
where wa is as in 6.1.2. The bracketed integral we recognize as fa(o~), as in 
(3.2.1). Then, if we set co ~ ~ --  ,~' in the integral over V, we see that the 
integral reduces to ( /a ,  A • Wa)(~), as in Theorem 5.1. So fo r f  sufficiently nice 
we have shown 
( f ,  K~)(x, ~) = fa, ( fa ,  A • wa)(~) exp(2~i(A, x ~- it)) dA. (8.2.1) 
Let A denote the unitary equivalence from L2(fit) onto the direct integral space 
fv e H a dA, H a =L2(V) ,  described in Section 3.2. Formula (8.2.1) tells us that 
E0, decomposes into 
AEo~A -~ = exp(--2,r(A, t)) ~,(;~) Eo ~ dl, 
where E0 a is the orthogonal projection described in Proposition 6.1 and Yg, is 
the characteristic function of the cone g?'. Recall that the range of Eo a is, for 
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h cA  + d o ~2', all functions g @L2(V) such that (1/wa)g is holomorphic. If we 
now take the limit as t ~ 0, we get 
PROPOSITION 8.1. The projection E o of Lz(9I) onto H2(91) decomposes under 
. . . .  ® a • • ® ,~ 
the direct integral decompos, twn f ~ fv f dh described m 3.2, as E o ~-~ fv Eo d1. 
This proposition gives us some insignt into how sparse He(91) is in L2(9l), 
since L2(9l)~-~ fv e (~ Range E~ a) dh, where the orthogonal direct summation 
is over all n-tuples v of nonnegative integers. 
Now let (~ra)a~A be any concrete realization of Fourier analysis on ~t. For 
each )t ~ A let Pa be the orthogonal projection onto the vacuum state in H(~ra); 
it follows from the last section, the end of Section 6, and the principle of equiva- 
lence stated in Section 3 that (P~)a~A is a measurable family of operators. For 
each t E ~2, consider the measurable family of operators (/~t(;~))a~A defined by 
/£t(A) = ~exp(--2~r<~, t})pa , )t E ~'  
30, if ~q~ (8.2.2) 
Then 
tr(rra(x, ~) */~Tt(h)) = ~9°~,()~) exp(--2~r(A, t>) tr(~ra(x, ~) * pa) 
= 5~,(~) exp(--2rr0t, t>)¢a(--x, --~) 
by definition of the vacuum state; Ca is given by (7.1.1). Thus, R~ is the Fourier 
transform of the function whose value at (x, ~) is 
f tr(~ra(x, g) */~t(a)) p(a) da 
7r 
= fa exp(2rriQg x q- i t})exp (--  ~- Ba(J~, ~))p(a)da. 
But by (8.1.10) this is precisely the Cauchy kernel Kt(x , ~), as our notation 
suggested. This proves 
THEOREM 8.2. If (wa)a~A is a version of Fourier analysis on 9l, and Pa is the 
orthogonal projection onto the vacuum state of 7r a, then the Fourier transform of 
the Cauchy kernel Kt is given by 
Kt(rra ) = texp(--2~r@, t})Pa, 2 e t9' (8.2.3) 
~0, a ¢,)'. 
Now let f~L2(N).  Then the orthogonal projection Eof of f  onto H2(~R) is 
given by Eof = lima~t+0f * Kt • Taking Fourier transforms, we find 
(Eof)(rra) = lim f(~r a) Kt(,r a) 
= lim f (~)  e-~'~<a.t>Sf~,Pa 
= f(~r a) 5°a,Pa. 
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In particular, i f fe  H2(Tt), we have 
f(Tr ~) = 10f(Tr~) P~ ;t e~9' 
a.a. 
a.a. ~ ~, .  (8.2.4) 
Now we need the following simple remark. If A is a bounded operator on H(~ra), 
then A ~ APa is equivalent to the following fact: The null space of A contains 
the orthocomplement of the vacuum state. It follows that the range of A is at 
most one dimensional nd, in particular, that it is of trace class. The preceding 
observations establish the "only if" part of the following 
THEOREM 8.3. A function feL2(?R) belongs to f e HZ(fR, ~2) if and only if 
for almost all ~ e A f(rr a) = 0 for ~ ~ g?', and for ~ e g2' f(rr a) is an operator 
whose nullspace contains the orthocomplement of the vacuum state of H(~ra). 
This theorem characterizes H2(TI, g?) in terms of Fourier transforms; it is the 
analog of the theorem of Paley-Wiener which states that a function feLZ(R)  
is the boundary function of an H ~ function if and only if its Fourier transform 
is supported in [0, @ oo). 
The proof of the "if" part of Theorem 8.3 is contained in the proof of the 
following 
PROPOSITION 8.4. 
H(rra)) such that 
(i) 
and if 
(ii) 
I f  {Ta}A~A is a measurable field of operators (T~ acting on 
T~ = T~P~ a.a. A e£2' 
T~=Oa.a .h¢ :~ '  
fga' Tr(TaT*) p(;~) dA is finite, 
then there exists an f e H2(gl) such that f(rr a) = T~ for almost all ~ e A. 
Proof. The observation following (8.2.4) shows that hypothesis (i) implies 
that Ta is of trace class for a.a. A e A. Hypothesis (ii) implies that there exists 
anfeL2(~.R) such that f(Tr a) = Ta a.e. By Plancherel's theorem and (i) for t e g? 
we have 
Ilf - f * Kt I12 = f~, Tr(TaT*)(1 -- e-2"(a'~)) 2 0(1) dA. 
By the dominated convergence theorem this expression tends to zero for t --~ 0 
(teD).  Since f *  Kt e HZ(gt), it follows that feH2(gl ) .  This concludes the 
proof of Proposition 8.4 and of Theorem 8.3. 
We continue consideration of a fixed version (~ra)a~A of the Fourier analysis 
of gt. By the results of 6.4 and equivalence there exists a measurable family 
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of vectors (~oa)aeA such that for every h E A, 520A is a normalized vector in the 
vacuum state H(~ra). We know from Theorem 8.3 that for fE  Hz(&)f(Tr ~) 
and, therefore, (L(x, ~)-lf)(w,) ~ ~(x, ~)*f(Tr A) is of trace class. We have 
tr((L(x, ~)-*f)(~ra)) ---- (~ra(x, 0* f (= A) f20a [ f2o~ ) 
= <f(~r a) ~2oa [ =a(x, ~) g2oa) (8.2.5) 
where the inner product is taken in H(=a). a e £2'. Now 
( f  * K,)(Ir ~) ---= f(~r a) * K,(rra). 
We continue considering a fixed version (Tra)a~A. Let f ~ H~(91) and let t E ~. 
Recalling that K** = K~, we have (f  * K~)(x, ~) = (L(x, [ ) - l f [  K,)z2(~). By 
Plancherel's formula, we have that 
(f  * K,)(x, ~) = fv tr(Tr(X, ~)* f0 r  a) Kt(7ra)) p(A) dA, (8.2.6) 
where we have again used K** = Kt .  Note that the right-hand side (8.2.6) is 
the Fourier inversion formula fo r f ,  K , .  Now by the results of 6.4 and equiva- 
lence there exists a measurable family of vectors (120a)a~A such that for every 
A ~ A g2oa is a normalized vector in the vacuum state of H(Tr 0" Now by 
Theorem 8.2 and 8.3 
f(~z) Kt(~a) = f(%) Pae-~<a.t> 
for a.a. A ~ 52', and f(~r a) Kt(w a) otherwise. Therefore, 
tr(~ra(x, ~)*f(~r a) K,(~ra)) 
= tr(rra( x, ~)*f(rra) PA) e-=~<a'*> 
~--~ (rrA( x, ~)*f(rra) O0a I D0a> e-~(a'°(f(~ra) Qoa [~rA( x, ~) Qoa) e-B=(a'° 
for a c Q'. Calculating with the Fock representation a d using equivalence the 
last expression is seen to become 
Hence, (8.2.5) becomes 
( f ,  K,)(x, ~) ~- fsa" <f(~ra)g2°a I ~ra(0' ~)Qoa) e=~'(A'*+'°P(A) da. 
I f f  ~- BF for some F ~ H=(D), then we can write this formula as 
F(x + it + iq)(g, g), g) 
= f ,  <BF(wa)Ooa I ~ra(O, ~)~oa> eZ 'Q'*+mP(A) A, t ~ D. 
ao (8.2.7) 
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This formula is the analog of the Paley-Wiener and Bochner representation 
formulas of the classical cases. Note that BF(w a) sQ0a = ~a is a measurable 
vector field such that j9, II~a I:0(~)dA is finite. Conversely, suppose that 
{q~a}a~a is a measurable vector field such that ~a -- 0 for A q~ g2', then T a defined 
by Tau = (u, 320a)~a is a measurable field of operators uch that T~ = TaP a 
for 1EsQ', and T a ----0 for A~32'; moreover, tr TAT* = II~all ~. Therefore, if 
J'~' II ~a I:p(k)dA is finite by Proposition 8.4, Ta is the Fourier transform of 
some-BF, F ~ H2(D). (In other words, for fE  H2(9l) the Fourier transform o f f  
can be identified with an element of f~  g(w a) p(A) dA. 
We shall now show that (8.2.7) becomes Gindikin's formula (8.1.7) if we 
take w a to be the Fock representation U a on f(J~). Recall that for A ~ 32' we 
have Ja = J and C" 05 = Ba(JaC, o~) + iBa(~, w) = HA(C, w) = 4(A, (b(C, C)). 
Also recall that the inner product in f(Ja) is given by (u lv )  = 
P(A) fv u(~) v(~) exp{--wHa(C, C)} d~, and that 32oa = Mo~ = 1. Let now q~a = 
BF(U a) M0a , for F ~ H~(D). Then by (6.1.6) 
(~a I ua( O, C)Moa) =- P(A) e-(È/2)ua(~'¢) f 4'a(c°) e'"a(~'~)e-'/~'a(°~'~°) dw. 
V 
Now e ~al'°,¢) is the reproducing kernel off( Ja),  hence, 
(4a [ Ua( O, ~) M0a) = e-2~<a'e(c'c)>~a(~). 
I f  we set z = x + it + iqr)(C, C), the formula (2.8.9) now assumes the form 
If  we set ¢(k, C) = ~a(C)p(k), then this is Gindikin's formula (8.1.7). Let us 
verify that ~ thus defined satisfies the conditions (i) stated in (A) of 8.1. Clearly, 
for every k ~ X2' 4 ( ,  ~) is an entire function. Denote the reproducing kernel 
o f f ( Ja  ) by B~ a, then k ~ Bca is easily seen to be a measurable vector field for 
every fixed C 6 V. Therefore, since ~a is measurable, we have that for every 
fixed C 6 V k ~-~ ~a(~) = (~a ] B~ ~) is measurable; consequently, ~(-, ~) is 
measurable for every ~ E V. The fact that ~ is measurable on 32' × V follows 
from a result of Ursell [21, Theorem 8]. Finally, 
and 
f~'XV 
]~(h, C)] 2 e -4~r(a'¢(C'¢)) dA dC = f~, II ~ I1~ p(k) dA 
is finite. 
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Let us see also how q~a is determined by fe  H2(9l). Takef  to be C °O and an 
element of H=(gl) r3/-/a(gl), the general case follows by a limiting argument. 
q~a(~o) = (f(~ra)Moa)(Co) = f f (x, ~)(Ua(x, ~)M0a)(co ) d(x, ~) 
= fvfa(5)e-('~/a)ua(~,~)e=na(~.~) d~. 
Sincefa/Woa belongs tof(JA) and e =a(c~) is the reproducing kernel of this space, 
we find that 
From this we can calculate 
tr(f(~ra)) = (q5 {M°a) P(1) v 
which coincides with the value calculated in (6.4.4). 
We shall now show how to obtain the representation formula of H 2 functions 
due to Kor~nyi-Stein [9] from (8.2.8). We leave some of the details to the 
reader. Let us, then set ~r a = G a, the Schr6dinger epresentation, acting on 
H(G a) = La(Ea, %). By using the unitary equivalence (6.1.4) between U a and 
G a one verifies that ~ba0(¢ ) = 2~/a exp(--Tra 2) is a normalized vector in the 
vacuum state of La(Ea, %). Let ~a - -BF(Ga) q*o for some F E H2(D). Let us 
assume for simplicity that BF is a continuous function in H 1 (3 HZ Then 
()b ~)~-* q~a(a) is continuous on /2 × Ea, in particular it is measurable. By 
(4.2.1) Ga(0, ~) ~boa(~) = exp(Tri~ - ~) exp(--2m~/ - or) 2~/a exp(--rr(a - -  ~)2), 
where ~ = ~: -~ J~ with ~:, ~ e Ea • (Recall that all these calculations are for 
)~ ~ ~Q', and that therefore Ja = J). In the integral 
£. ~(a) G~(0, g)#o.V~(.~) = <ea l a~(0, g)0~> 
make the substitution ~ = (2a)1/a. After some calculation with the exponents 
it becomes 
lea 2-~/~(ba(~/~/2) exp(2~r@, (b(~, ~))) 
× exp(--½7r(~ z q- ~z __ ~/~.~ ~)) va(d~)" 
We now obtain an explicit expression for %(d~): Let/~ be a (complex) basis of V 
contained in R a such that the basis/3 v3 ifl of V a is compatible with the Haar 
measure d~ of V. I f  we identify E a with R ~ by means of this basis, then 
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va(dcx ) = pl/2()t) da~, where d~ on the R.H.S. denotes Lebesgue measure on R% 
Formula (8.2.9) now becomes (with z = x + it 4- iq~(~, O) 
F(z, ~) = fa,×o~,~ 2-n/4~ba(a/V~) exp(2~ri<~, )  
× exp(-- ~i~r(g ~ 4- a ~ --  2V2~" ~)) pa/~(a) dh da. 
If we set 6(h, ~)= 2-~/~@a(a/2*/= ) pa/~(h), then the function $ thus defined 
belongs toLZ(22 ' × R~), and the above expression forF  is the formula 4.1 in [9]. 
8.3. Now let us consider the left regular representation L restricted to 
H~(ff~, [2) and call this representation U. Applying Propositions 8.1 and 6.1, 
we see that 
Aa: H~(@, £2) --~ f_, @ Range E0 a dh 
(8.3.1) 
/[ygU(x, ~)A~ 1 = fY2" ~ La'°(x' ~) dA, 
where (Aaf) a (~)= Fourier transform of f ( ' ,  ~) at a ~D'. Our main result 
here is 
PROPOSITION 8.5. The left regular representation U on H2(q ~, 22) is multiplicity 
free; i.e., the algebra {U}' of all bounded linear operators S on H2(~, £2) which 
commute with each U(x, ~) is itself commutative. 
Proof. Suppose S ~ {U}'. Extend S to the operator S on L2(N) by setting 
~ 0 on Hz(qs, D) ±, the orthogonal complement of H2(~, g2). Then it is easy 
to check that ~q E 5~' (i.e., S is an intertwining operator for the left regular 
representation). 
Thus SE~ (see Section 3.1) and therefore ~q decomposes: A~A-a= 
~A + S a dA. If Ea is the projection onto Hz(9ID), clearly EnS = ~qE~ = S, so 
since AEa A-* = fA S~a'(A) E¢ dh, we have EoaS ~ = SaE0 a = ~a for almost all 
h ~ A, and S a = 0 if A ¢ £2'. So ~qa leaves Eo a invariant, and if we let S a be ~'a 
restricted to Range Eo a, we have shown that AaSA~*= .[~, + S ~ d,k Now 
since ~q c ~ ' ,  ,_qL(x, ~) -- L(x, ~) ~, we have for almost all h e A, ,SaLa(x, ~) = 
La(x, ~) S,~. Then it's easy to see that SaLa,O(x, ~) --_ La,O(x, ~) S ~, h c ~'. But 
the unitary representationLa,0 is irreducible (see Proposition 6.1), so by Schur's 
lemma, S ~ = s(h) I a for almost all A E/2. The function s is in L~(22 ', dh). 
So we have shown that { U}' is precisely the family of diagonalizable operators 
associated with the direct integral decomposition 8.3.1. 
It is worth pointing out that it can be shown directly, without explicit 
knowledge of the irreducible representations of 9l, that U, the subrepresentation 
of L in H 2, is multiplicity free. The proof depends on the following 
! 
LEMMA 8.6. I f  f, g ~ H ~ n H 2., then f , g = g , f . 
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Let us see first how the above result follows from the lemma. Let T be a 
bounded operator on H a which commutes with left translations. Let t a Y2, and 
define an element St of H ~ by S ~ = TKt .  I f  s e Y2, then K~ • S t = K~ * TK,  = 
T(K~ • Kt) =- TK~+, = S ~+t. I f  s -~ 0, then S "+t --~ S t in H ~. Now Ks * S t 
belongs to H 2 n H 2., and therefore so does S t. Now letfE H 2, then T( f *  Kt) = 
f *S  t, andf ,S  t tends to T inL  2 norm i fs  tends to zero. Let T 1 and T 2 be 
as T 1 and let Si t = Ti * Kt ,  i = 1, 2. Then we have 
T1T~( f * K~) = TI( f * Sa t) 
= T l ( f *  (Kt/2 * S~/2)) = T l ( f *  (S~2/a * Kt/a)) 
= f ,  , st?a). 
Note that St la ,  S[ 1~ cL  2, and therefore the last convolution is well defined. 
The lemma was used to obtain S~/~ , Kt/2 = S~/2 * Kt/a • Using the lemma to 
get ~a~/~ * S~/2 = S[la* S~/~, and reversing the above chain of equalities we 
obtain T1Ta( f ,K~)= TAT1( f *K  t), and therefore T1T a ~- T~T 1 . We have 
therefore proved that the commuting algebra of U is abelian. From a well 
known theorem of representation theory [13, Theorem 1.20] it follows that is 
multiplicity free (locally simple). 
The proof of Lemma 8.6 is function-theoretic. We begin by giving a repre- 
sentation formula for elements of H a n H a*. 
L~MMA 8.7. The function f is an element of H 2 n H 2. if and only if 
A(x' ~) = fa e2'~i(a"+i~t~'~)+it>¢(3") dt, t e f2 (8.3.2) 
where ¢ a La(D, p(~t) dA). 
Proof. Using Gindikin's representation formula for functions of H 2 it is 
clear that if f is of the form (8.3.2) it belongs also to H 2.. We have to show 
that rE  Hart  H 2. is thus representable. Let f~H~(~ HaL By Gindikin's 
formula 
ft(x, ~) = ~. ea'~<~'~+i~c~'~)+">¢(a, ~) da. 
Note that from this formula we have (for any f~ H 2) that ((ft)*)8 = (fi+,)* 
and therefore (f*)8 = (f,)*. 
We can now write 
( f  *)t(x' ~) = fa ea=i(a"+i~(~'a)+'~>¢Ot' -~)  d)t. 
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But f *  E H a, and hence by Gindikin's formula, for some ~b 
( f  *),(x, C) = fa ea'i<a'~+i~(c'c)+i°~()t' C) da. 
By the uniqueness theorem of the Fourier transform we can conclude that for 
every 
¢(a, -C)  - ¢(;~, 0 = 0 <~r a.e.  a~2 '  
Let {CR}~=I be a dense sequence in U, and let E~ = {~ E ~2' ] @(h , - -C ) -  
$(h, ~)  -~ 0}; the complement of E~ has measure 0. Denote by E the inter- 
section of 07-1 En with the set {a e/2'  I ~5(a, --~) and $(A, ~) are holomorphic}. 
The complement of E also has measure zero in ,Q'. For a c E 6(h,--~n) - -  
~(),, ~)  = 0 for all ~n, and by continuity for all ~ e V. Therefore for )t e E, 
•(h, -) is both holomorphic and antiholomorphic, hence constant. This concludes 
the proof of the lemma. 
Now consider the function G E defined in Lemma 8.1. One easily verifies 
that the function corresponding to G ~ in the Gindikin representation formula 
(8.1.7) is independent of ~, and that, therefore, G ~ belongs to H a* by virtue 
of the lemma just proved. From the proof of Lemma 8.1 it follows immediately 
that H 1 (~ H = c~ H a* is dense in H 2 n H 2.. Consequently, by continuity it 
suffices to prove Lemma 8.6 for functions belonging to H 1 n H = n H 2.. (We 
remark in passing that the fact that G * belongs to H 2., together with Lemma 8.7 
immediately show that F ~ H a belongs to H 2. if and only if F(z, ~) does not 
depend on ~.) 
Let us continue with the proof of Lemma 8.6. Observe first that for f~  H a 
the relation ( f t ) *= (f*),  is equivalent to f * *K~ =K** f* ;  i.e., for 
f~  H 2 n H 2., f ,  K, = K, , f .  This is the lemma in the special case g = K , .  
Let now f, g eL  1 n H a n H a*. Then, using the preceeding remark we have 
f ,  * g, = ( f  * Kt) * (g * K,) 
=f ,  (K, ,g  • K,) 
= f * (g * K2~) 
' = ( f  * g )  * K2, 
= ( f *  g)~t 
Now ( f  * g)a* (0, O) = (f, *g0(0, 0) = fmft(x + i(b(C , ~)) g~(--x + i~(C, C)) dx dC. 
Replacing x by - -x  in the integral we get 
( f  * g)(2(t, O)) = (g * f)(2it, O) forall t~Y2. 
Now as the reader can easily verify i~ × {0} is a set of uniqueness for func- 
tions in H a n Ha*; therefore f ,  g --  g , f .  
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The last result allows us to conclude from general principles that the com- 
muting algebra of U is isometrically isometric (as a Banach algebra) to L~(O'). 
But, again, this isomorphism can be obtained from direct considerations and 
we have the following explicit characterization of the left invariant bounded 
operators on H 2. 
PROPOSITION 8.8. Let b cL~(E2'), then b defines a bounded 
operator T b on H 2 as follows: Let f c H2(9~), t ~ 
and set 
L(x, ~) = ~., e~""".~+~(~x~+">¢(.L ~) d,~, 
left invariant 
Then for t--+O (T J ) ,  converges in H z to a limit Tbf, and I[ Z~ II = II b I1~. 
Conversely every bounded left invariant operator T on H2(9~) arises in the above 
fashion from a b ~ L~°((2'), and T determines b uniquely (as an element of L~(£2')). 
Proof. Write for convenience f~¢ if f~  H2(Tt) and ¢ is the function 
associated to f by the Gindikin representation formula (8.1.7). Let us recall 
the "plancherel formula" of Gindikin's theory (8.1.8): I f  fEH2(~) ,  f~.~¢, 
and t c O, then 
lift I1~ = o,f,xv e-4"<a'¢¢c~)+~> ] ¢(2,, ~)l 2 dA d~. (8.3.3) 
The first half of the proposition follows immediately from this formula. To 
prove the converse statement we need the following 
LEMlVlA 8.9. Let f,  g e H 2 and f ~(~, g ~ ¢, and let s, t ~ $2. Then 
• g,)(x, ~) = ~( e~"~,~+'~,~+"~+~" ¢0, ~) ¢0, 0) (f, d~, p(;9 
and the integral on the right is absolutely convergent. 
Actually we need the lemma only in the special case when g e H 2 C~ H 2. but it 
has some interest of its own (and follows easily from this special case). 
Proof. Let f E H z, g ~ H 2, f N ¢, g ~ ¢. Then for t, s E 12, 
(f~ • gs)(x, z) f~ f~(y, ~o)gX(y, o~)-l(x, O) dy d~ 
= f~zfi(y , oo) g*((x, _~)-l(y, oo)) dyto 
= ( f~ l t (x ,  ~)g*)~. 
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Note that 
L(x, ~) g*(y, ~o) = fa" e2~ri(a'k+i¢(°J'°J)+iS){e-21ri(h'~+i~(¢'~)-2i~(°~'¢))} ~( ' ~) dA. 
Now assume that g E H a n H a*. Then by (8.3.2) ¢ is a function of • alone. By 
polarizing the identity (8.3.3), using the above expression for L(x, ~)g* and 
using (8.3.4) we can write 
because all the integrals are absolutely convergent. 
The inner integral is equal to ¢(h, ~)/p(~) by (6.1.9). This proves the lemma 
for g E H 2 n H ~*. For general g note that f~ • gt = fi/~ * (K~/2 * g * K~) and 
that Kt/2 * g and Kt/z * g~ belong to H 2 n H ~*. Therefore by the representation 
formula for H z n H 2. 
(K~/z , &) = K(Kt/2 * g~)(x @ iqS(~, ~), O) 
= (Kt/~ * g,+e(~,c))(x, O) 
= f~ Kt/2(Y' o") g~+~(¢,o((Y' "J)-l( x' 0)) dy do. 
= f~n K~/~((x, O)(y, o.)-1) g~+~I~.~)(Y' o.) dy dw 
f~ Kt/~((y, w)-~(x, 0)) g~+~I~xl(Y' co) dy &o 
because (x, O) belongs to the center of ~.  Therefore 
(Kt/2 * g,)(x, ~) = (g,+o(c.~) * K~/z)(x, O) 
= &+~/~+~(~,~)(x, O) 
= ft2" e2~ri(a'~+i(¢(¢'¢)+~/2+s))~()t' O) d,~ 
i.e., Kt/z * g '~ e-~'(a't/~>¢()~, 0). 
Applying the special case of the lemma to f,/z and K,/~ * g~ we consequently 
have 
(k  * g,)(x, g) = [f,/= , (K,/z * g,)](x, g) 
..fo' ¢(a, 0e(a)¢(a, 0) &, 
as claimed. 
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Let now T be a left invariant bounded operator on H a, and let t ~ £2. Set 
S t = TK ,  as in the proof of Lemma 8.6. We know that S t E H a f~ H ~*, and 
that S t , K~ = S *+s for s ~ £2. Hence for some 6, EL2(£2 ') we have 
S~+ffx, ~) = f o, e2~<~.~+~(~,~i+'>¢~(;~) d;~. 
But similarly, for some ¢~ ~L2(~2 ')
St+s(x, ~) = f~, e2~(a.~+'¢(~.¢)+~)~s()t ) dA. 
Therefore by uniqueness we have for almost all A E I2'. 
e-~"~,~¢~(~) = ~-~<~.~¢~(~) 
I f  s --+ 0 then ~s(A) converges for almost every A E £2' to a limit ¢(A), and we 
have ¢~(A) = e-z~<a.*)~(A) for almost every A E £2'. Using Lemma 8.5 we easily 
check that T~Kt = S~/~, - " ,  S~/~ (n factors). By repeated application of 
Lemma 8.9, on the other hand, we have 
S~/'~ , . . . ,  S t/" = [" e2~<~,~+~(~,~)+ > ¢(~)" dA. J~ , p(~)--~ 
By (8.3.3) we have 
Recalling that l ye  -~(a,~(c'~)> d~ --~ 1/p(h), we find that for n = 1, 2, 3 .... we 
have 
(f~e-4~-(lt,,)p(h)([~(~)[~2ndh)x/2n 
It follows from this that b =¢/p  ~L~°(£2'). Now let f~H ~ and f~.  Then 
by Lemma 8.9, 
Tfi(x, ~) = T ( f  * K,)(x, ~) = ( f  * S*)(x, ~) 
= fn, eZ~<a'~+i~(¢'~)+i*)b(h) (o , ~) dA. 
The uniqueness of b follows immediately from the uniqueness of the Gindlkin 
representation. This concludes the proof of Proposition 8.8. 
8.4. In this section we derive the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations for 
the domains D and D*, and show that they are closely related to the creation 
and annihilation operators introduced in Section 7. Finally we elucidate the 
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role played by these operators in the space L2(V) of the primary representations 
L a and R ~. 
Let M be a complex manifold, M ~ the underlying real analytic manifold, 
and jM its complex structure. Let T: N ~ M e be a C ° submanifold of M e. 
A complex valued C ~ vectorfield X on N is said to be a Cauchy-Riemann 
vectorfield if for every x E N, dT~X, belongs to the antiholomorphic tangent 
space of M at x, or equivalently if for every x ~ N 
]~)  dT~X~ = -- id T~X~. (8.4.1) 
Consider the case M= WX V, N=91 with T(x,~)=(x+iq~(~,~),~). 
(T91 is the Silov boundary of D.) Let Jw and J be the complex structures of 
W ~ and V ~, respectively. Then the complex structure jM of W X V is Jrv x J. 
We identify W R X V • and 9l with their respective tangent spaces. All the 
calculations will be carried out in W R X V R, i.e., we write J for i, and the 
occurrence of i in a formula indicates that we are in the complexification of 91 
or W R X V R. The symbols Re and Im applied to elements of W are relative 
to U. 
The differential of T at (x, ~) is 
dT(o,.o(A, Z) = (A + 2Jw Re ~0(~, Z), Z), (8.4.2) 
where A c U, and Z ~ V. The linear map dT(,.O extends by complex linearity 
to the complexification of 91. Let (C, ~) be a complex tangent vector to 9l with 
C ~-- A @ iB, where A, B ~ U, and 3E  V c. Then condition (8.4.1) takes on 
the form 
~c + U~,(~(~, z) + ¢~(s, O) = - j~c  + ~(~, 3) + q~(s, O, J~ ~- -~ .  
(8.4.3) 
The second equation in (8.4.3) implies that ~ ~ (Id + i J) co with some o~ ~ V. 
Using this fact and equating real parts relative to (W X V) c in the first equa- 
tion (8.4.3) we obtain B = JwA-  2@(~, w). Equating real and imaginary 
parts (in W) in this last equality we finally obtain 
A ~ 2 Im ~(~, ~), B = - -2 Re ~b(~, oJ). 
Therefore a complex tangent vector to 9l at (x, ~) whose differential lies in the 
anti holomorphic tangent space of W X V is of the following form: 
(--21(Re ~(~, ,o) + i Im ~(~, ~)), (I + i J) ~), co ~ v R. (8.4.4) 
Let {e~}~=l and {fiJ};~=l be bases in U and V respectively. We shall write the 
corresponding coordinates as x 1 ,..., x~, and ~1 .... , ~ .  We also set qs(~, oJ) = 
~k=l ~b~(~, co)e~ where ~b~ is a numerical Hermitian form. The vector fields 
given by 
(--2i(Re q~(~, fi~) + i Im #(~, fi~)), (I 4- i J)/3~), j = I, 2,..., n 
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are a basis of the C ~ module of Cauchy-Riemann vector fields on gt. The value 
of these vector fields at a function F c Cl(gt) is 
- -2i  e~(~,/3;) Ox--~- + 2 0---~-j ' j = I, 2,..., n. 
k=l 
The first order partial differential operators 
• ~ O b 
Zj = - - i  Vz_ " O~(~,/3,) Oxk + -e~-, ' j = 1, 2,..., n (8.4.5) 
k=l  
are called the tangential Cauchy-Riemann operators, C -  R operators for 
short. I f F  is a holomorphic function defined in a neighborhood of B = ff~ then 
Z,F [B = 0, j = 1, 2,.., n. I f  in the definition (8.4.1) one replaces - - i  by i one 
gets the conjugate tangetial C --  R vector fields, which give rise to the conjugate 
C --  R operators. 
Z, = i q~(~, /3 j )  ~x~ ~;  , l = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. (8 .4 .6 )  
/c=l 
The operators Z; and Z, are closely related to the group Tt. Simple calculation 
gives the following relations 
2Z, = R~(O, fij) + iR~(O, ]/3,) (8.4.7) 
- -22, -~ --R®(O, /3,) + iR~(O, ]/3j) 
Recalling ~ha: (R(x, ~).f)a : Ra(x, ~)fa one finds fo r f  in CoO , say 
2(Zd)  a = (~. ~(0, fij) -[- iR®a(O, ]/3,))fa = (~Ha(~, /3j) + ~-~-) f~ 
(8.4.8) 
f~. 
From (8.4.7) and (8.4.8) it follows that Zj and Z,-  are left invariant, and that 
the operator defined in (8.4.8) commute with L a. Similarly one obtains 
L=(O, /33 + iL~(O, ]/3~) = --2i ~ ~,~(~, /33 ex~ 
g=l 
• -- 2 - - -  
a 
--L~(O, /33 + iL~(O, ]~j) = --2i ~ ~,~(~, /33 ~ + 2 - - -  
k=l 
0 
--L~(O, ~j) + iL~(O, J~j) = ,~H~(~, j) + 2 ~gj • 
~j  ' 
(8.4.9) 
(8.4.10) 
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The operators in (8.4.9) also admit of a function theoretic interpretation. The 
operators in the first line of (8.4.9) are the tangential conjugate C -- R operators 
on B relative to the domain D*, those in the second line are the tangential 
C --  R operators relative to D*. Comparison of (8.4.7) and (8.4.9) shows a 
certain lack of symmetry. This can be medied as follows. Recall that the right 
regular representation of 91 is related to the function theory of D*. If, 
accordingly, in (8.4.7) we express J in terms of J* = - J ,  then the two sets of 
formulas have the same structure. The operators defined in (8.4.10) are the 
creation and annihilation operators that we had introduced in Section 7. We set 
C} a _-- __~1/2 Ha([, flj) 1 a 
A~a ~r 1/z - - - -  1 a 
--  2 Ha(g,/?,)+ ~r,/2 eg, ' 
j = 1,..., n. (8.4.11) 
We also define creation and annihilation operators for R a as follows. For fE  C~0 
C~af = (C~af*) *, and A~9 = (A~af*) *. Calculation shows that 
C~a ~r ~/~ - - - -  1 8 
- 2 Ha(g' #j) -~ ~1/2 ~C; 
Affa _ rr */z 1 a 
2 Ha(g, fl,) ~*/~ ag 
j = 1, 2,..., n (8.4.12) 
So far all these operators are considered only on C~o(V). We shall shortly find 
another dense subspace of L2(V) which is invariant under their action. Let us 
now summarize the relation of the C --  R operators and creation/annihilation 
operators as follows: Under the action of the map f~-+f  a the C -  R operators 
on 9l relative to D (D*) are carried into constant multiples of the annihilation 
operators associated with R a (La). The conjugate tangential C --  R operators 
relative to D (D*) are mapped onto constant multiples of the creation operators 
associated with R a (La). 
From here on A will be a fixed element of X2', and we shall investigate the actions 
of L a, R a, A La, C La, A~ a, and C Ra on L2(V) and on the irreducible representation 
spaces contained in L2(V). To simplify notation we shall omit A whenever this 
is possible without causing ambiguity. We shall also denote the ranges of the 
orthogonal projections E, a and F, a which were defined in Proposition 6.1 by 
E, and F~. From Proposition 6.3 we know that {w~,}~ and {w~}~ are respectively 
orthonormal bases in E, and F, .  Let us denote the subrepresentations of L a 
and R a in E~ and F, respectively by L ,  and R~. 
We begin our discussion by determining a unit vector in the vacuum states 
of E,  and F v . We know that the Fock representation U a is unitarily equivalent 
(~') to L 0 , and that L 0 ~L , .  The vector M o = 1 is a normalized element of 
the vacuum of Yt~(Ua), hence by unitary equivalence Woo is a normalized vector 
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in the vacuum of E o . The mapping f F--~f ** Wo, is by Proposition 6.3 a unitary 
map from E o onto E, which intertwines L o and L , .  Hence the vacuum of E, 
is spanned by the unit vector Woo ** %, .  Again by Proposition 6.3 ZV0o ** Wo, = 
Wo,. For functions f on V set ~2f = f*-  Since L a ~ = ~ R a we have that L ,  
is anti unitarily equivalent o R , .  Now note that ~ w¢s = w~. These two 
facts imply that the vacuum of F~ is spanned by %o- Let now C a and .d a 
(j = 1, 2,..., n) be the creation and annihilation operators defined in Section 7 
for the Fock representation U a. Let us write 8 i = (0,..., 1,..., 0), the 1 being 
in jth position. Then 
Cej ~ = (/xj + 1)l/~M,+ej, 
and similarly 
aM I~Ixj)I/'~M,_ej , if / x j>0 
A~ k= if /x j .=0.  
By unitary equivalence (the necessary differentiations under the integral sign 
are easily justified) one sees that 
A~%.,~ = l(~ j)l/~w"+~'~ 
Similarly one obtains 
/~j >0 
/zj = O. 
1"~1/2W 
AjRwxv = t~vJ)l/2~gKv-tlj >0 vj 
v i =0.  (u  
(8.4.13) 
(8.4.14) 
The relations (8.4.13) and (8.4.14) show that the operators Cj L, Aj L, C, ,R 
and _//jR are defined on the set of finite linear combinations of the w,}s, and 
that they map this dense subspace of L2(V) into itself. Now fix u (8.4.14); we 
see that Cj R maps an orthonormal basis of E, onto an O.N.B. of E~.+~. ; moreover 
the norms are multiplied by the fixed constant (vj-~ 1) 1/Z. In other words 
(vj + 1) -1/2 Cj R extends to a unitary map of E~ onto E~+~j. Since Cj R is derived 
from R ~ it commutes with L a, i.e., it intertwines Lv and Lv+~j. Consequently by 
Proposition 6.3 we have (vj + 1)-l/e CjRf = c( f**  w~+6~) for./a E~, and ] c [ = 1. 
The operator on the L.H.S. carries the unit vacuum vector w0~ onto the unit 
vacuum vector Wo,+s. : it follows that c = 1. Similarly if vj > 0 then (vj) -1/2/tjR 
is a unitary intertwining operator from E~ to E~_s~, and (vj)-l/2 ~/jRg = 
g ** w~_e~ for g E E~. We also have that (vj + 1) -1 AjRCj R = Id on E~, and 
(vj + 1) -1 CjRAj R= Id on E~4e . Analogous results hold for Cj L and Aj L. 
The fact that a differential operator like Cj R has an integral representation is 
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not surprising since it is continuous from E v to Ev+~, and the spaces E,  and F v 
have reproducing kernels (because g~+g **w, ,  and g~- ,w~**g  are the 
respective identities on E,  and E~). Let us finally note that A~ R annihilates E0 
and Aj z annihilates F0 • 
The fairly involved formal relations discussed above can be visualized and 
summarized by a diagram (Fig. 1) in the case of the simplest Siegel domain of 
oRt 
Fic. 1. 
Fo F, 
/ /~-  E 4 
/ 
/ - E~ 
/ 
/ - E2  
/ 
/ 
/ _ E I / 
/ 
," r )~Eo  
-~ A"  ~ L~ C"  
O, vacuum; e, reproducing kernel. 
type I I ,  viz., D = {(z, ~) ~ C2: Im z - -  [ ~ I s > 0}. This domain is holomorphic- 
ally equivalent to the unit ball in C 2, and the group gt is the three dimensional 
Heisenberg roup. This simple case already exhibits all the features of the 
general situation. The lattice point with coordinates (/~, v) represents w,~. 
The line y = v represents E~, and the line x =/z  represents F , .  The involution 
acts by reflection in the diagonal. Horizontal lines are preserved by L a, 
vertical ines by R ~. C R (C L) acting on a lattice point shifts it to the one above 
(to the right) of it. A n (A L) acting on a lattice point not belonging to the vertical 
(horizontal) axis, moves it to the one below (to the left) of it. The horizontal 
and the vertical axes are annihilated respectively by A R and A L. 
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